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CHOCOLATE FACTORY

In Chocolate Factory, it is the early 20thcentury and you are an up and coming
chocolatier. Upgrade your factory, hire
employees, and use the unique conveyor
belt system in this board game to turn
cocoa beans into a variety of delicious
treats, selling to stores for profit.
ACG 016....................................$59.99

This add-ons box is a great way of
upgrading to the Deluxe edition if you
already have the base game. Featuring 3D
ambulances, the experimental medicine
mini-expansion pack, wooden tokens and
a hospital themed dice tower! This Deluxe
add-on comes with: 5 3d ambulances,
Wooden tokens for the blood bags and
fatality tokens, A build your own hospital
themed dice tower Experimental Medicine
mini-expansion. This expansion provides
the following additional components: 8
Department tiles (2 each of 4 types), 12
Specialist cards (2 each of 6 types).
ACG 006....................................$30.00

FRONT LINE: NO KOMRADES
- KAMERADENSCHWEINE
EXPANSION

Kameradenschweine is a mesmerizing
new expansion for the hit card game Front
Line - No Komrades. Kameradenschweine
has been a labor of love from creator
Will Conway and award-winning artist
Kwanchai Moriya, who has created an
entirely new cast of conscripts for the
No Komrades core game. 2-8 payers.
20 mins, ages 8+. The box includes: 54
cards in tuckbox, new mission cards,
dangerous new Incoming! Cards, brand
new characters, maneuvers, events,
and equipment (requires Front Line No
Komrades to play). Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
A8G FLNK03.................................$9.99

ARC DREAM
PUBLISHING

KOHAKU

Kohaku is a peaceful koi-pond-building,
tile-laying game. Each turn, players will
draft both a Koi and Feature tile from
the central pond board to place into
their personal koi pond. Score points by
surrounding flowers with koi containing
matching colors, placing frogs next to koi
tiles that have dragonflies, and ensuring
that baby koi have a safe place to hide
by placing them near rocks. With no
restrictions on the shape of your pond,
you can build a unique layout to maximize
your koi pond’s appeal. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
CGG 013....................................$49.99

DELTA GREEN RPG:
PX POKER NIGHT

CORAL ISLANDS

A natural paradise is under threat and
needs your help to survive climate change!
Featuring two dice stacking board games
in one box, you’ll be growing and
cultivating coral, or protecting the islands
at risk of a rising sea level.
ACG 014....................................$29.99

WELCOME TO DINOWORLD

Create your very own Dinosaur Park!
You’ll need paths, facilities and to fill your
park with Dinosaurs if you want to attract
visitors. In this roll and write strategy
board game you’ll be drawing your park
on the game sheets, just be careful your
dinosaurs don’t escape!
ACG 012....................................$32.99

On Saturday, 22 AUG 1998, an unmarked
van rolls in and parks at the far end of
the fields. Guards in bizarre helmets get
out and keep watch. Nobody knows
why they’re here. The base commander
says they’re under orders. Everyone is to
leave them alone. Poker night is about
to take a turn for the bizarre...and the
deadly. PX Poker Night is a scenario for
Delta Green: The Role-Playing Game. It
includes six pregenerated characters who
could become Delta Green Friendlies or
Agents. If they make it through the night.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
APU 8142...................................$14.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 251................................ $3.99

Can you make your corner of the Cat Cafe
the most appealing to it’s feline residents?
Be sure to fill your cat towers with toys,
food, little houses and comfy places to rest.
Roll the dice and then draw your features,
to make your corner... purrfect.
ACG 018....................................$15.99

In Dice Hospital, a worker placement board
game, players are tasked with running
a local hospital. Each round you’ll be
admitting new patients, hiring specialists,
building new departments, and treating as
many incoming patients as you can.
ACG 005....................................$54.99
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SWORD & SORCERY:
ANCIENT CHRONICLES
CORE SET

GAMES

WRESTLENOMICON CARD GAME

Great Cthulhu! Hastur the Unspeakable! Only ONE can rule the apocalypse! Wrestlenomicon
is a card game of the Great Old Ones battling for world domination. It sets up and plays
in minutes. But it has enough tactical depth for the hardest of hardcore cultists. Set up your
attacks ahead of time on the Attack Track. More moves bring an attack closer to Ground
Zero. Thats where it slams your foe and delivers the pain! You best start setting up your
attacks, because Wrestlenomicon is coming for you! Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
APU 9100	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

Sword & Sorcery Ancient Chronicles is a
fully cooperative fantasy
board game where players
control legendary heroes
with unique powers. One
to five players control
heroes awakened from the
dead and made immortal
by the will of the Gods,
to destroy the corrupted
deities scattered across
the starless, stone-ceiling
realm of the Underreign,
with its dangerous ruins,
ominous caves, and exotic cities. This new season will bring the game sytem to the
next level, withi new features enhancing the storytelling and broadening the scope
of the players’ adventures, introducing a greater variety of enemies, and more
possibilities for the Heroes. Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
AGS GRPR201	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$89.90

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WRESTLENOMICON PLAYMAT
WRESTLENOMICON BONUS CARDS

The squamously squicky card game
Wrestlenomicon comes with two giant decks
to represent the eternal foes, Great Cthulhu
and Hastur the Unspeakable. Why settle for
giant when you can go giantest? This bonus
deck has 20 new Cthulhu cards to strengthen
the South Seas Smasher. It has 20 new Hastur
cards to empower the Putrid Patriarch. And
it has 10 unique Willing Sacrifice cultist
cards modeled after our favorite fans,
because this time the pummeling is personal.
Play Wrestlenomicon and eat your world!
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
APU 9102...................................$14.99

Are you going to put the gorgeous and
goofy and squamously squicky cards of
Wrestlenomicon right on a table where
they can get even stickier? Of course
not! Be a loyal cultist and treat your
game with the respect it demands. The
Wrestlenomicon Playmat is a supple
yet sturdy mat with a silky finish on one
side and no-slip rubber on the other.
And the ichor comes right off, because
this monster is WASHABLE. Take the
Wrestlenomicon Playmat home and make
your table beg for mercy! Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
APU 9101...................................$19.99

ARES GAMES
LEX ARCANA RPG: AEGYPTUS

Aegyptus - The Sands of Time and Gold is the first
official setting module for Lex Arcana - An Empire
without End, describing the beautiful and mysterious
Province of Aegyptus. In the land of the ancient
pharaohs, descendants of the gods themselves,
the Cohors Auxiliaria Arcana must face intrigue
and conspirators, curses from times forgotten, sand
demons and secrets so dangerous they could break the
wisest of minds. In this book, you will find information
on the main regions, cities, and individuals from the
Delta to the Vale of the Nilus, Lybia and Cyrenaica,
the desert, and the Isle of Crete. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
AGS LEX006............................................... $45.00
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SWORD & SORCERY:
CHAOTIC FAMILIARS

The set Ancient Chronicles - Ghost Soul
Form Heroes includes five finely sculpted
miniatures which let the players replace
the figures of the five heroes included in
Sword & Sorcery: Ancient Chronicles when
they die. Replacing the figure of the dead
hero with the Ghost Soul version included
in this set allows the players to immediately
identify which characters are in Ghost Soul
form during the game sessions. This set is
also useful for those who like to paint their
figures as these miniatures can be used
an an extra figure set to create alternate
versions of the characters, matching his
or her soul nature. Also included in this
pack are two sets of cards, Rembrances
and Backgrounds. Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
AGS GRPR210............................$16.90

In the set The Ancient Chronicles: Lawful
Familiars, players can find these intelligent
little creatures that are able to create a
magical link with their humanoid friends.
The ancient scrolls of the Archmagi classify
Chaotic familiars into three types, each
characterized by a deep bond with their
owner: Domestic (Cat, Crow); Wild (Bat);
Legendary (Drakeling, Imp). Each of these
Familiars provides valuable help on the
battlefield or grants peculiar abilities to its
owner, such as the life-drinking of an Imp, or
the poisonous spittle of a Drakeling. But this
deep bond has a downside. When a Familiar
dies, its owner sufferes a terrible mental
shock, which hampers their skills for a time.
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
AGS GRPR206............................$16.90

SWORD & SORCERY: LAWFUL FAMILIARS
MASTERS OF THE NIGHT

NOV

SWORD & SORCERY:
ANCIENT CHRONICLES GHOST SOUL FORM HEROES

Masters of the Night is a solitaire or cooperative
game, with one to five players playing on the
same side, who will either win or lose together.
Players are members of a vampire clan slowly
regaining their former power. With the help of
their minions, they will fight against the agents
of the Inquisition, cast fear into the hearts of the
people with their hunts, and shape dread sigils
in different city districts, all in preparation for
the grand Blood Moon ritual that will confirm
their grasp on the city and its fate. Enemies are
searching for them constantly and when they
find them, even vampire magic may not stop
them! Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
AGS ARTG009..................................$39.90

In this set The Ancient Chronicles: Lawful Familiars
players can find these intelligent little creatures that
are able to create a magical link with their humanoid
friends. The ancient scrolls of the Archmagi classify
Lawful familiars into three types, each characterized
by a deep bond with their owner: Domestic (Dog);
Wild (Boar, Horned Lizard, Owl); Legendary (Pixie).
Each of these Familiars provides valuable help on
the battlefield or grants peculiar abilities to its owner,
such as the superior sense of smell of a Dog or mystic
enchantments of a Pixie. But this deep bond has a
downside. When a Familiar dies, its owner suffers a
terrible mental shock, whichi hampers their skills for a
time. Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
AGS GRPR214..........................................$16.90

ATHERIS GAMES

ARTANA

On the Origin of Species is a 2-4 player
strategy board game in which each player
will step into the adventure of young Charles
Darwin on the HMS Beagles expedition
through the Galapagos Islands, examining
the local species and uncovering their natural
history. Trace connections between the
flora and fauna you discover as the Beagle
journeys through the islands. Find help from
the ships crew and uses for the tools in your
luggage. Excel in your research and lead
the way among your naturalist colleagues.
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
AAX 6001...................................$39.99

WHITE ELEPHANT

White Elephant is a gift exchange card
game where players choose cards from
the gift exchange. Each elephant has
brought a unique gift to the game (different
suits), for example Edgar has those socks
you’ve always dreamed of. Every card is
assigned a point value with lesser points
being more valuable. Though, if a player
is too greedy their chosen gifts will surely
be taken by another player in exchange
for a trade chip, which will be collected
at the end of the round by the player who
takes the final cards in the gift exchange.
ATH 2021...................................$19.99

A brand new card game featuring the famous Digimon series! Uses the simple but
strategic game system created by renowned American game designer Ryan Miller.
‘Raising’ and ‘Evolving’ are the key to victory, just like the original story! Contains
various types of illustrations sure to satisfy Digimon collectors and fans! NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2557910	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$95.76

BEZIER GAMES

MAGLEV METRO

Contains 1x Constructed Deck, 1x
Booster Pack (Ver. 1.0), and 2x
Memory Gauge. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2560556....................... $59.94

DIGIMON TCG: STARTER DECK
DISPLAY - GAIA RED (6)

In Maglev Metro, utilize state-of-the-art
magnetic levitation technology to build
a metropolitan rail system, transporting
workers and robots beneath the city.
Replace aging Manhattan and Berlin
subway systems with newer, faster, quieter
technology. Efficiency is your key to success
in this pick-up-and-deliver, tile-laying,
engine-building game. Transparent tiles
allow your route to overlap your opponents’
tracks, winding you along from station to
station. Robots efficiently upgrade and
adjust your abilities, leveraging unique
goals to maximize points. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
BEZ MAGM.................................$69.95

WHISTLE MOUNTAIN

In Whistle Mountain, take your company’s
massive profits from all of that railroading
and invest them in new technologies, deep
in the Rocky Mountains where there is an
abundance of resources. Your workers
build crazy arrays of scaffolds and
machines, upgrading your abilities and
collecting resources. As you build with the
help of your airship fleet, the mountain’s
melting snow causes the water below to
rise higher and higher, putting workers in
danger and increasing the tension on the
dynamically-changing board. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
BEZ WMNT.................................$69.95

Contains 1x Constructed Deck, 1x
Booster Pack (Ver. 1.0), and 2x
Memory Gauge. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2560555....................... $59.94

DIGIMON TCG: STARTER
DECK DISPLAY - HEAVENS YELLOW (6)

Contains 1x Constructed Deck, 1x Booster Pack (Ver.
1.0), and 2x Memory Gauge. NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
BAN 2560557............................................ $59.94
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BANDAI CO

DIGIMON TCG: STARTER DECK
DISPLAY - COCYTUS BLUE (6)
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DIGIMON TGC: RELEASE SPECIAL BOOSTER DISPLAY VER. 1.0 (24)
ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES

SILVER: DAGGER (STAND ALONE OR EXPANSION)

In Silver Dagger you’ll find 14 all new roles and abilities -some of which will have you
strategically switching up the direction of gameplay, the #4 Zombie card in particular! Just
like in real life, it’s pretty hard to get rid of Zombies; you can’t put them on top of the discard
pile, and they need to be faceup just to pass them to the previous player. Your opponents will
only have one more chance to save themselves, or to sabotage you! Combine with other Silver
decks; each has unique abilities to combine with this deck or play as a stand-alone game.
NOV
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
2020
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BUDDYPAL GAMES

AMAZING JUNGLE RUN

This is your dream vacation? You were expecting guided tours and lavish huts, but instead
you were dropped off to fend for yourself in the wild. Do you have what it takes to gather
necessary food, master the animals, and emerge King of the Jungle? Amazing Jungle Run
is an innovative, highly replayable game that rewards creative planning and clever tactics.
Players compete to be the first to collect 9 points by collecting fruit cards, or the valuable
‘Shaman’ card. With quick set up time and virtually endless paths the game can take,
Amazing Jungle Run is designed to be enjoyed again and again. Ready to play? Let’s get
started. ‘It’s a jungle out there.’ Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
BPA JR001	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

CAPSTONE GAMES
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CHAOSIUM

CloudAge is a strategy game from
Alexander Pfister. The award-winning
author has created a dark and dystopian
world for 1 to 4 players. Fifteen years
ago, the mysterious secret society ‘Cloud’
sabotaged countless oil production sites
to destabilize the world. The resulting
environmental catastrophe had disastrous
effects on the entire planet. Now, years
later, you travel above the dried-out
landscape in your airships, searching for a
better life. You visit cities, send out drones to
collect resources, and battle Cloud militia.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
CSG 7001...................................$59.95

CALL OF CTHULHU:
DOES LOVE FORGIVE?

Does Love Forgive? is a collection of
two special scenarios for Call of Cthulhu
for one Keeper and one player. Both
adventures are perfect for a fun evening
of gaming for two people. Each scenario
can be played over the course of one to
two sessions, and is suitable for Keepers of
all experience levels. Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
CHA 23172................................$12.99

CALL OF CTHULHU: THE MALLEUS
MONSTRORUM KEEPER DECK

A range of monsters with game characteristics
and evocative artwork. Call of Cthulhu
Keeper Decks are designed to provide ingame resources, handy references, and
information. Use the Malleus Monstrorum
Deck when you need to reference a monster
profile and when designing scenarios and
encounters. These decks provide new layers
to plots, enhance the story, and provide quick
access to an array of fiendish foes. Scheduled
to ship in January 2020.
CHA 23171................................$14.99

CORVUS BELLI

ARISTEIA!

CATALYST GAME LABS
AGL EVENT KIT PARVATI EDITION

CVB CBARI54..............................$47.99

SHADOWRUN RPG: GUN RACK

LOCK & LOAD! The Colt Secret Agent. The
Ultimax 71. The Izom Artemis. These and many
more are in this weapon pack, with each card
having game stats and art. Includes weapons
from Shadowrun, Sixth World and Firing Squad.
Gun Rack features 55 cards, covering dozens of
guns, swords and beyond, plus quick reference
cards to help make combat easier for players!
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
CAT 28504......................................... $14.99

MOONCHILD, DOGFACE HUNTRESS

CVB CBARI47..............................$19.49

INFINITY

ARIADNA TARTARY ARMY CORPS
ACTION PACK

CVB 281112-0851......................$95.99

DIRE FOES MISSION PACK BETA VOID TANGO

CVB 280035-0845......................$36.99

SHADOWRUN RPG: SLIP STREAMS

Nothing but Shreds. Nothing is real.
Everything is real. What you think is real rips
and shreds, and the unreality beneath spills
out. Everything you dreamed of. Everything
you fear. The past returns, distorted and dark.
The future sparks in glimpses and flashes. You
see it all at once. You can try to deny it. But it
is real. Everything is real. Which is that same
as nothing being real. Reality is tearing apart.
The holes are everywhere. Dive into them.
Slip Streams is a plot book advancing the
story of Shadowrun, Sixth World. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
CAT 28301..................................... $49.99

BETRAYAL CHARACTERS PACK

CVB 280034-0837......................$55.49

KALDSTROM COLONIAL
SETTLEMENT SCENERY PACK

CVB 285067...............................$35.99

COSMODROME GAMES

Infinity is a 28mm metal miniatures
game simulating special operations
and skirmishes in a high technology,
sci-fi universe; an exciting and actionpacked near-future where secret
missions, black ops, and covert
actions determine the destiny of the
Humankind. Infinity boasts innovating
and dynamic rules that keep both
players engaged and participating
throughout the entire game sequence.
With improved and streamlined rules,
new troops, more background to set
the scene, and introducing O-12 and
its Sectorial Army, Starmada, Infinity
N4 goes one step beyond! Scheduled
to ship in October 2020.
CVB 2288603....................... $77.99

IMAGINARIUM: CHIMERA

Handymen collect fragments of dreams
to build their own dream, thanks to new
elements: actions, machines, assistants,
projects. Team play mode possible for up to
6 players, sharing resources and dreams.
Good communication allows combinations
of actions. This is an expansion for
Imaginarium, it cannot be played alone.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PJB IMA02...................................$29.99

CREATIVE GOODS
COMPANIES

CVB 280749-0850......................$13.49

O/A CATAN: CITIES & KNIGHTS
WOOD BASE SET

BROWN
CGC 02065..................................$7.00
ORANGE
CGC 02064..................................$7.00
RED
CGC 02061..................................$7.00
WHITE
CGC 02063..................................$7.00

O-12 STARMADA ACTION PACK

Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
CVB 282007-0836......................$95.99
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OFFERED AGAIN

NA2 MONSTRUCKERS
(SUBMACHINE GUN)
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N4 CORE RULES

O/A CATAN: GREETING CARDS GRADUATION

TOHAA HATAIL SPEC-OPS

CVB 280748-0843......................$17.99

CONGRATS!
CGC 56110..................................$5.00
TIME TO SETTLE DOWN
CGC 56109..................................$5.00
YOU DID IT!
CGC 56111..................................$5.00
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O/A CATAN: HOLIDAY CARDS - CATAN
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SWEATER CGC 56104	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $3.50
LET IT SNOW! CGC 56102	������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $3.50
MERRY & BRIGHT CGC 56105	������������������������������������������������������������������������� $3.50

ENIGMA - BEYOND CODE

O/A CATAN: WOOD BASE SETS

BLACK CGC 02008	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.00
BROWN CGC 02005	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.00
PINK CGC 02009	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.00
WHITE CGC 02003	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.00

CROWD GAMES
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#ARTBOX is an unusual and fun game,
where each player becomes a modern
artist. Each game round is an exciting
competition of trying to depict your word
using just several shapes. Players will
also have to challenge their deduction,
trying to guess what their opponents
tried to depict. Simple rules, quick turns,
creative gameplay.
CGA 06001................................$35.00

Events of the game happen during
World War II when a group of the
best cryptanalysts go to the mysterious
Victorian mansion hidden somewhere
in Britain to help the Allies decipher the
Enigma code being widely used by the
Germans. But it’s not that simple. The
Enigma code runs on pure Chaos - the
supernatural energy that threatens to
break out and destroy the world. And
the team of cryptanalysts are not what
they seem - each of them has a specific
secret role and a goal that comes with it.
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
CGA 04000................................$30.00

GANESHA

Ganesha is the Indian god of wisdom and
prosperity. He has a kind and noble heart
and large ears so that he can hear all
pleas addressed to him. His patronage can
remove obstacles from your path to bring
you good luck. Ganesha is a fast abstract
game for a broad family audience. Each
turn you choose whether to place cubes
on the mandala to score points or to save
them in order to score even more points
in the future.
CGA 01001................................$39.00

WINDMILL - COZY STORIES

In Windmill - Cozy Stories, players will be
storytellers, weaving short tales based on the
hidden picture cards they draw. While one player
tells a story, the other players will attempt to
guess the visible card that matches the story. The
more opponents that guess incorrectly, the more
points the storyteller receives when a player does
correctly identify the card. On the other hand, if
all players fail to guess the picture, the storyteller
will lose points instead of winning them!
CGA 02001.......................................... $15.00

DEEP STATE - NEW WORLD ORDER

Deep State - New World Order is a game
of strategy, conspriacy, set collection, and
a little bit of meeple placement, set in a
dark dystopian reality. The game events
unfold around a secret and powerful
organization called “The Committee”. Its
main goal is to create a unified global
government by infiltrating political,
financial and social institutions, carrying
out covert operations, taking the lead in
the world domination projects. Scheduled
to ship in September 2020.
CGA 03000................................$40.00

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT

DEEP STATE NEW WORLD ORDER: GLOBAL
CONSPIRACY EXPANSION

The Global Conspiracy expansion includes
4 modules. Each of these modules contains
Project and sometimes separate miniexpansions. You can add any of these
modules and/or mini-expansions in nearly
any combination to your game! Go wild
with infinite replayability as you command
a vast variety of strategies on your path
to becoming the ruler of the world! Deep
State - New World Order (CGA 03000)
required to play! Scheduled to ship in
September 2020.
CGA 03001................................$25.00

WW84 - WONDER WOMAN CARD GAME

A new era of wonder begins! Based on the long-awaited movie Wonder Woman
1984, this fast-paced card game lets up to four players take on the role of the Amazon
princess as she fightsoff villains and saves innocent citizens. Each player has a deck
comprised of cards with four different Actions: Block, Lasso, Sprint, and Punch; that
they utilize to defeat the lineup of Enemies. Play your cards right to gain Rewards in
the form of rescued Civilians. Save the most Civilians to win! Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
CZE 08845...............................................................................................$20.00

DIRE WOLF

FASA GAMES

DUNE - IMPERIUM

DOLPHIN HAT GAMES

EARTHDAWN: EMPTY THRONES

EARTHDAWN: IOPOS LAIR OF DECEIT

Pitting neighbor against neighbor.
Manipulating events to bring the province
under Uhls control. This sourcebook for
Earthdawn dives into the enigmatic home
of the Denairastas clan. Learn the history
and customs of the people who live there.
Explore the Ministries that control every
aspect of public life. Uncover the secrets
of the Holders of Trust and their nefarious
masters. You must know your enemy to
defeat them. That knowledge can be found
in Iopos - Lair of Deceit. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
FAS 14205..................................$31.99

EARTHDAWN: THE ADEPT’S JOURNEY MYSTIC PATHS

OVER UNDER OSTRICH

Do you really know why ostriches
stick their heads in the sand? Find out
why in this fast, feathered, frenzy of a
card popping game! Be the first to say
“Heads up!” as you pop, snatch, & win
6 ostriches. Can you save their hair-dos
from a terrible fate? Gameplay consists
of popping cards up off the table and
catching them to collect a set of all 6 types
of ostriches. Super simple rules and very
quick rounds.
DHG OUO..................................$10.00

SANTA COOKIE ELF
CANDY SNOWMAN

This is the Christmas themed edition of our
wildly popular hand-slapping party game,
Taco Cat Goat Cheese Pizza! The premise of
these games is simple – say the next word in
the pattern (in this version, “Santa, cookie, elf,
candy, snowman”) and at the same time flip
a card from your personal deck. If it matches
the pattern word you said then everyone
slaps the card pile. Whoever is last takes the
pile and adds it to their personal deck. The
game ends when one player successfully
plays all the cards in their personal deck.
DHG SCECS................................$10.00

The Adept’s Journey: Mystic Paths offers players
new character options for those who wish to follow
one of these mysterious paths. It explores their
motivations, goals, and conflicts, giving characters
a chance to find risk and reward alike in their new
obligations. Gamemasters find new organizations
to work with players, against them, or something
more complicated. Rules are provided for Paths, new
Disciplines, talents, talent knacks, spells, spirits, and
more, ensuring there is something for nearly everyone
within. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
FAS 14204................................................ $39.99

FLYING FROG PRODUCTIONS

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE: ALT GENDER HERO PACKS

ECLIPSE EDITORIAL
YOHEI

Yohei is a skirmish game born from the
combination of Japanese folkloric mysticism
and its heroic deeds. Combine die rolling,
modular boards, and card management
to immerse yourself in battles fought by the
warriors of your army. Construct buildings,
summon powerful events, invoke legendary
weapons, and crush your enemy in games
that last around 30 minutes per player.
Additionally, for those who manage to
master the game and want to delve deeper
into its mechanics, you can also build your
own decks with your favorite characters
and events seeking endless combinations
and hidden tricks among the skills, weapons
and heroes of Jiin. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
DOI YH001	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

CITY OF ANCIENTS

FFP 07H01..................................$31.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Uhl is Dead. The First Minister of Iopos has
died with no proclaimed heir. Spies and
schemers orbit the presumed assassination,
backed by those desperate to claim the
Malachite Seat. Throughout Barsaive, events
spiral out from this unexpected moment,
calling out for heroes. Iopos rots from within
and trustworthy resources are needed to
infiltrate the Copper Branch of Councilor
Plaza. Jerris senses weakness and agitates
for their freedom. False identities, lies, and
coercion lead Cara Fahd to the brink of war.
Kratas is betrayed by their allies. The Great
Dragons seek to ensure Iopos is unable to lay
claim to an unstoppable weapon. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
FAS 14206..................................$31.99

GAMES

Deck-building meets worker placement in
a new board game of galactic struggle.
The iconic universe of Frank Herbert’s
Dune inspires a new generation of fans
in the upcoming film from Legendary
Entertainment, setting the stage for the
first new Dune board game in decades.
Dune - Imperium breaks new board
game ground with an innovative design
from Paul Dennen and the team at Dire
Wolf behind the award-winning Clank!
game series. How will you seize power?
The choices are yours: the cards are
dealth, and the Imperium awaits. Control
the Spice. Control the Universe.
DWD 01000	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$50.00

SWAMPS OF DEATH

FFP 07H02..................................$31.95
NOV
2020
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FUNKO

ESCAPE POD - CLIP-ON

FNK 51032...................................$7.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE: DELUXE DEPTH TRACK EXPANSION

The Deluxe Depth Track Expansion is a great way to add a bit of extra flair and theme to
your Shadows of Brimstone adventures! This set includes 1 large high-detail plastic Depth
Track for use while adventuring down in the dusty Mines of the Old West, as well as 1
textured plastic Hero Posse marker ring and 1 textured plastic Darkness marker ring. This
set also includes 15 new cards for the game (4 Gear, 3 Mine Encounters, 4 Darkness,
and 4 Growing Dread).
FFP 0715	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.95

FREE LEAGUE PUBLISHING

BACK TO THE FUTURE:
BACK IN TIME STRATEGY GAME

Prepare for a DeLorean-fueled race against
time to prevent Marty McFly’s future from
fading away! Players take on the roles
of Major characters from the blockbuster
movie that launched the time traveling
trilogy and helped define the 1980s. Players
work together to defeat Biff and his troublemaking gang while ensuring Marty’s parents
fall in love and the DeLorean accelerates to
88mph in time to blast Back to the Future.
Filled with cinematic touchstones and fun
strategic choices, this is the game fans
have been waiting for! Scheduled to ship in
September 2020.
FNK 48720.................................$29.99

BATTLEWORLD

Scheduled to ship in September 2020.

FORBIDDEN LANDS RPG:
CRYPT OF THE MELLIFIED MAGE

This volume collects four adventure sites
for the Forbidden Lands roleplaying
game. Within these pages you will visit
a dungeon of dripping honey, explore a
firing pit for magical pottery, stand in awe
of the temple of a monkey king, and go
on a dizzying tour through the mind of
a mad mage. This book contains: Crypt
of the Mellified Mage by Fiona Maeve
Geist (Mothership), The Firing Pit of LlaoYutuy by David McGrogan (Yoon-Suin),
Temple of the Six-Limbed Lord by Zedeck
Siew (A Thousand Thousand Islands), The
Dream-Cloud of Elok Thir by Adam Koebel
(Dungeon World) with art by Alvaro Tapia.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
FLF FBL014..................................$23.99

SYMBAROUM RPG:
ADVENTURE PACK 4

Adventure Pack 4 features two scenarios
that in different ways relate to the growing
internal divisions within the Ambrian
realm. Call of the Dark plays out in the
northern territories of the Lost Land of
Alberetor, where the player characters
will accompany a lowborn noble who is
looking to prove the status of her family.
The second adventure, Retribution, initially
deals with the search for a person who
has gone missing in the city of Kurun,
but is soon shown to involve events which
may have serious consequences for the
relationship between the peoples of the
Davokar region. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
FLF SYM004................................$29.99

Help Ralphie get his favorite Christmas gift!
A fast-paced card game where players are
competing for the coveted Major Award.
Avoid dangerous cards like the Triple-DogDare, Scott Farkus, and the Bumpus hounds.
Play cards with iconic lines and moments
from the beloved film, which either help
you, or foil your opponents plans. If you
have the Major Award in your hand when
the deck runs out, you win! Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
FNK 48721...................................$6.99

CAPSUL (BALL)

FNK 49097...................................$8.99

MEGA PACK

FNK 49095.................................$24.99

BATTLEWORLD

Scheduled to ship in October 2020.

VAESEN NORDIC HORROR RPG:
A WICKED SECRET AND
OTHER MYSTERIES

This book contains four standalone mysteries for
Vaesen Nordic Horror Roleplaying, playable on their
own or as a part of a longer campaign. In these pages
you will find: The Silver of the Sea - The death of a
preacher leads the characters to the rocky western
archipelago, where something strange is afoot on
Wrecker Isle. A Wicked Secret - Travel to the deep
forests of northern Sweden and investigate rumors
of a murderous beast in a remote village. The Night
Sow - Welcome to beautiful Mlle, a city by the sea,
known to many as the heart of sin and now also for
cold-blooded murder. The Song of the Falling Star - A
cursed child, a strange instrument and a desperate
aristocrat. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
NOV
FLF VAS06	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99
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CHRISTMAS STORY:
A MAJOR CARD GAME

BOSS LEVEL - THANOS SHIP

FNK 51031.................................$14.99

DISNEY HAUNTED MANSION

The spirits are assembling for a swinging
wake, and you’re invited to socialize! In
The Haunted Mansion game, move through
the rooms on the rotating track to collect
grim and grinning ghosts. Bid for Ghouls
by taking Haunt tokens and complete sets
of spirits to score. But beware! Collect too
much Haunt, and you may be invited to
stay in the Mansion... forever! Scheduled
to ship in October 2020.
FNK 49349.................................$24.99

POP FUNKOVERSE

In the Funkoverse Strategy Game, you
combine your favorite characters and go
head-to-head in exciting game scenarios.
Each character in Funkoverse is unique, so
players are encouraged to try out different
combinations of characters and items in
order to discover their favorite synergies
and powerful strategies for the different
game scenarios. Scheduled to ship in
September 2020.

ELF: JOURNEY FROM
THE NORTH POLE

FROSTY THE SNOMAN

Let’s Have a Parade! Team up and help
Frosty travel to the North Pole by parading
to the train station across town. On your
turn, grow the parade by playing a card
to help Frosty remove any roadblocks
along the way. Keep Frosty’s top hat away
from Professor Hinkle to keep the parade
moving. If the parade makes it all the way
to the train station without Frosty melting in
the sun, the team wins! Scheduled to ship
in October 2020.
FNK 49351...................................$6.99

DC 102 - EXPANDALONE

You are Earth’s fearsome Kaiju Godzilla, Mothra, King Ghidorah, and
Megalon - battling for dominance as the
most terrifying monster in Japan! Stomp
across the vintage Tokyo cityscape,
unleash devastating attacks, and throw
trains, tanks, and battleships at your
enemies. Master each Kaiju’s unique
battle style to gain dominance before the
humans drive the monsters from the city!
The game features an impressive 3-D
table-presence with large-scale figures,
buildings, and a modular gameboard so
every game is unique! Scheduled to ship
in September 2020.
FNK 48713.................................$34.99

LAST DEFENSE

Take on the role of an unlikely hero in
a small town fighting to survive in this
fast-moving, all-or-nothing cooperative
game! Use the games app to enhance the
tension with a ticking countdown, urgent
news interruptions, and announcements
on where the threats are moving to next!
Strategize in real-time with the other
players to combat new threats as they
appear and share the items you find to
help others in crisis! If you get caught, you
may lose a turn, items, and precious time
to save the city! Discover secret passages,
powerful tech, and specialized equipment
to assist you in warding off threats and
helping others get out of the city before
time runs out! Scheduled to ship in
September 2020.
FNK 48717.................................$19.99

GAME OF THRONES 100 - 4 PACK

FNK 46060.................................$39.99

JAWS 100 - EXPANDALONE
FOOTLOOSE PARTY GAME

Its time to cut loose! Play as a rebellious teen, fighting
against the rural town of Bomonts no dancing law.
Each player adds dance moves to a sequence of cards
played face-up and face-down. Watch out - get caught
exceeding the maximum steps and your opponents will
score points as the party gets busted! Slip some 80s
kicks on your fingers and win bragging rights in oneon-one Dance Offs! Grab your dance shoes, skinny ties,
and bags of grain, because there’s a time for everything
under the sun and its time to dance! Scheduled to ship
in September 2020.
FNK 48716....................................................$16.99

FNK 46069.................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Compete in a snowball fight against your
friends with Buddy the Elf’s help! Players
build snowballs by drawing cards from
the center snow pile containing numbers
and colors. On your turn, choose a player
and throw snowballs at them (i.e. any
number of like-colored snowball cards)!
A player responds to the throw by rolling
a snowball die. Roll to draw more snow
cards and then make a card play to negate
or overpower the throw. Roll a Dodge, and
the snowball throw goes to the next player!
Get hit, and take a Hit card showing a
snowball splat. Careful - three hits and you
are out of the game! Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
FNK 48715...................................$6.99

You are all Gremlins this Christmas, and
its time to make mischief around town!
Play cards to invade the movie theater,
multiply in the public pool, or to cut the
towns power. Watch out for Gizmo, that
goody two-shoes is trying to stop your
troublemaking at every turn. By the end
of the game, if you have caused the most
chaos around town, you are the meanest
greenest Gremlin of them all! Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
FNK 49254...................................$6.99

FNK 45893.................................$24.99

GODZILLA: TOKYO CLASH
STRATEGY GAME
ELF: SNOWBALL SHOWDOWN

GREMLINS: HOLIDAY HAVOC!

GAMES

Help Buddy the Elf stay on track to find his
way from the North Pole to meet his dad
in New York City! Compete to earn Points
while creating a route from the North Pole
to New York City so Buddy the Elf can
meet his father! Players play Path cards
from their hands to create a winding and
wacky path for Buddy to travel. Includes
a Buddy mover piece to move along the
path. Players vie to control Buddy to visit
the locations on their secret list as early as
possible, to obtain optimal points. Grab
gingerbread men or snow globe tokens
along the way for bonuses! Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
FNK 48714.................................$19.99

NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION

Drumroll please!.... Illuminate the Griswold’s house
by hanging 25,000 imported Italian twinkle lights.
Outscore your opponents by routing strands of lights
to their correct outlets without getting them tangled
together. Watch for icy rooftops, faulty ladders,
squirrels, and even hungry cats. After a quick
drumroll, flip your light switch to see if your house is
the brightest in the neighborhood! Scheduled to ship
NOV
in October 2020.
2020
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KOOL-AID MAN 100 EXPANSION

FNK 45890.................................$14.99

HARRY POTTER 102 - 4 PACK

MICKEY & FRIENDS

TOY STORY

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS

VILLAINS

FNK 49355...................................$7.99

FNk 49354....................................$7.99

FNK 45892.................................$39.99

POP FUNKOVERSE

Scheduled to ship in October 2020.

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS
100 - 4 PACK

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

FNK 46074.................................$39.99
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FNK 48722...................................$7.99

FNK 49356...................................$7.99

POP TARTS CARD GAME

Race to get your hands on the most Pop-Tarts! A parade
of Pop-Tarts forms a line between the Toaster Card and
the Fridge Card. An arrow shows which direction the tarts
currently flow. On your turn, players always eat the PopTart (i.e. take the card) currently at the front of the line
to score points. However, through clever use of Action
Cards, players may manipulate the line through directionswitching, tart placement, or even double-stacking to
jockey their high-point Pop-Tarts into optimal chomping
position! Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
FNK 48712.........................................................$9.99

YACHT ROCK PARTY GAME

Players pleasantly compete as 1970’s Southern
California yacht rock musicians, as they navigate
a successful musical career by writing hit soft rock
songs and being the best dressed at smoozefest
yacht parties! Each round contains two types of
yacht parties, with varying bonus payouts, for which
players may choose to build an outfit and/or write
a song. On your turn, choose Style cards, which
contain both clothing styles (linen jackets, floral
pants, captain hats) and musical style fragments
(sax solo, gentle beat, guitar solo, anthemic chorus).
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
FNK 48718............................................. $16.99

SOMETHING WILD CARD GAME

Exciting mix and match game featuring Pocket Pop! Players make sets and runs of cards
featuring characters from their favorite Disney properties! Eight unique ‘Something Wild’
cards grant players special abilities to keep game play fun and fresh. First player to collect
three Something Wild cards wins! Collectible POP! mini-figure included in each game that
passes between players to use special abilities! Multiple sets can be combined for even
more fun! Scheduled to ship in September 2020.

GALANT KNIGHT GAMES
THE HERO’S JOUNEY FANTASY
ROLEPLAYING 2E

The Hero’s Journey Fantasy Roleplaying, Second
Edition is a fantasy roleplaying game that blends
classic tradition and modern game design to
bring you an experience where players take up
the mantle of heroes in a world of danger and
magic inspired by classic fairy stories and timeless
fantasy literature. The Hero’s Journey, Second
Edition creates a gaming experience firmly rooted
traditional western folklore where the player
characters are more than just sword-swinging
mercenaries looking to kick in the door, kill the
monster, and claim the loot. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
GKG BRG001............................................$29.99

ALADDIN

FNK 49357...................................$7.99

THE LITTLE MERMAID

FNK 49353...................................$7.99

Every hero needs a steadfast companion.
Introducing The Hero’s Companion, for
use with The Hero’s Journey: Second
Edition. The optional rules in this book will
expand your character, while remaining
true to the spirit of classic fantasy literature
and timeless folk tales. New lineages,
archetypes, and heirlooms all inspired by
those legendary tales of childhood are just
a few of the options available to expand
your legendarium. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
GKG BRG004..............................$29.99

LOST IN THE FANTASY
WORLD RPG

Lost in the Fantasy World is an adventure
game where players assume the roles
of kids from the real world who have
been magically transported to a Fantasy
World of magic and monsters. Gifted
with strange and amazing artifacts by the
mysterious Mentor, they struggle against
all the dangers of the Fantasy World in
their seemingly endless and surprisingly
episodic quest to find a way home. Armed
with these amazing artifacts, they often find
themselves caught up in strange adventures
where only their courage and these
powerful relics offer any hope of protecting
a realm riddled with peril and danger!
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GKG OSP011..............................$24.99

Everyone who plays Horsemen Of The
Apocalypse dies. Sorry. The object is pretty
straightforward. Be the last survivor...
and ensure your (so-called) ‘friends’ are
ridden down first. How? You do this by throwing innocents under the hooves of the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse in order to slow them down. Decks of cards contain the
Horsemen: Death, Famine, War and Pestilence, and their Horses. They have arrived on
Earth at the End of Days hell-bent on bringing doom and gloom to the world. Everything
else in the game is designed to help you survive. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GKG HOTA01	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.99

GALE FORCE NINE
SKULL DICE

Build pyramids from the skulls of your
enemies as you lay waste to their armies
with this set of 20 black and bone skull
dice. This set contains: 1 Dice tin, 15 Bone
dice with black symbols, and 5 Black dice
with bone symbols. Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
GF9 GFG003..............................$17.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: CURSE OF STRAHD
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE CARD GAME

GAMES

THE HERO’S JOUNEY FANTASY
ROLEPLAYING 2E: COMPANION

NOV

BAROVIAN WITCH (1 FIG)

GF9 71131.................................$10.00

MADAME EVA (1 FIG)

GF9 71130.................................$10.00

2020
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RAMEN, RAMEN

MAP SET (24” X16”,
14” X 9”, 13” X10”)

You’ve landed a spot on the line at one of
the best ramen shops in the world at least
to the locals. But, there’s a catch: you’ve
agreed with your fellow line cooks that
whoever serves the most (and the best)
Bowls of ramen gets to walk away with
all of the days tips. So, fire up the noodle
boilers and get to work on crafting the
most delicious ramen possible and engage
in a bit of soup-subversion while youre at
it! Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GGD JPG458...................................... PI

GAMES

Curse of Strahd Bavovia Map Set has
a high-quality vinyl surface, ideal
for tracking the progress of your
adventures during the campaign.
GF9 72803.............................$30.00

GMT GAMES

FLYING COLORS: DELUXE EDITION
PIDLWICK II (1 FIG)

GF9 71132.................................$10.00

STRAHD FOOT & MOUNTED
(2 FIGS)

GF9 71128.................................$25.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
ICEWIND DALE MAP (31” X 21”)

Map of the entire Icewind Dale. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
GF9 72806.................................$30.00

GOOD GAMES PUBLISHING

GLOBAL GAMES

BIG EYES, SMALL MOUTH RPG

BESM Fourth Edition core role-playing game
book contains everything you need to create
your anime and manga characters and start
playing. No other books are required, though
we have an entire expansion line in the works
to support your gaming adventures! The
return of a classic roleplay system! Flexible
themes and playstyles, your imagination is the
only limit! Offers the original Tri Stat system.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
GGD JPG800........................................... PI

GUILD MASTER

You are the master of a new Adventuring Guild, competing with rival Guilds for fame
as increasingly dangerous events threaten the city. Combine your adventurer’s skills and
abilities to complete contracts, recruit adventurers, and upgrade your Guild. Players each
secretly assemble and order their teams at the same time. Predict your rivals’ likely moves
as you sequence your orders to get what you need most. Will your planning pay off? Will
you negotiate and cooperate with your rivals? Or will you overpower and outbid them to
become the ultimate Guild Master?
GOP 013	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $49.99

GOODMAN GAMES
THE LAST BRAVE

You must fight for your nation as you aim
to defeat all of your opponents. Each brave
Champion is granted three attributes: a Class,
an Element, and a type of Arms, all imbued
with incredible power. When one Champion
is attacked by another, the damage they
take exposes the nature of their attributes,
revealing the weakened Champion’s true form
to the other players. However, once these
attributes have been revealed, the Champion
that wields them can start to benefit from their
abilities. Cleverly utilize the powers granted
NOV to you and claim victory over all others!
2020
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GGD JPG142........................................... PI
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Unlike other naval games set in the Age of
Sail, Flying Colors provides a simpler, quickplaying system allowing the recreation of battles
including dozens of ships on a side. Focusing on
the behavior of each fleet as a whole, rather than
dealing with the minutia of shipboard operations
accomplishes this. The proper retention of
command and control of the fleet once engaged
was paramount, as was the issuing of proper
orders prior to battle. Scheduled to ship in
September 2020.
GMT 2011......................................... $75.00

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HORROR #1 - THEY SERVED
BRANDOLYN RED

A level 0 horror adventure for DCC RPG. The
village of Portnelle is once again bright and
festive. After years of feuding, the towns most
prominent and influential families will finally
be making peace as the youngest generations
are joined in marriage. However, when an evil
born of dark secrets refuses to stay buried,
blood will flow like wine at the reception. This
wedding is one your fellow villagers will talk
about for generations! Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
GMG 53015A..................................... $9.99

A level 2 horror adventure for DCC RPG!
The town of Portnelle is living in a state a
fear. Several citizens have been abducted
some never to been seen again, while
others are found as corpses, often with
missing limbs. When a senile town priest
warns that hes received a vision that the
geriatric recluse Dr. Lotrin Von Geisterblut is
behind the abductions, there are many who
do not believe the accusations. However,
when the town is set upon by wicked fiends
foretold in his vision, attitudes quickly
change, and swords are raised. Perhaps its
time to storm the castle after all. Scheduled
to ship in October 2020.
GMG 53018A...............................$9.99

A level 3 DCC Horror adventure. A group
of adventurers find the perfect place to
retire: a sweet little inn in a quiet town.
But is it what it seems? Lurking beneath the
surface of this idyllic spot is a secret so evil
as to defy mortal comprehension. This is
the Web of All-Torment, the source of all
the world’s nightmares, and escaping may
be the greatest challenge the adventurers
have ever faced. This shadow realm is the
domain of horrors whose seemings can
never be trusted, and even the imprisoned
have become instruments of torture.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
GMG 53020.................................$9.99

A level 2 adventure for Mutant Crawl
Classics. After 18 months of digging,
your tribe has finally uncovered the longburied entrance to The Garden of the
Gods. Foretold by an ancient prophet, the
Garden is rumored to contain the Seeds of
Creation - the essence of all planetary life
hidden away before the apocalypse. These
priceless seeds must be retrieved and
protected at any cost, lest they be abused,
or worse, destroyed by the factions who
abhor all aspects of life which inhabited
Terra A.D. before the Great Disaster.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GMG 6221...................................$9.99

TALES FROM THE
MAGICIAN’S SKULL #5

Behold! I have fashioned a magazine
like those from fabled days of yore. It
overflows with thrilling adventures. There
are swords, and there is sorcery. There
are dark deeds and daring rescues. There
are lands where heroes fear to tread.
Dare you imagine it? Picture this as well
- maps to wondrous and terrible places.
Electrifying art for every tale. Guides to
bring the terrors within to your own game
table. All I lack are a few paltry shekels.
Grant them to me, and I shall fling open a
new portal to a world of ancient wonders!
Join me, mortal dogs! Together we shall
storm the gates of Valhalla! Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
GMG 4504.................................$14.99

GRAND GAMERS GUILD

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HORROR #6 - THE WEB
OF ALL-TORMENT

MUTANT CRAWL CLASSICS RPG:
#11 THE OMNIVARY OF EDEN

GAMES

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HORROR #4 - THE CORPSE
THAT LOVE BUILT

GORINTO

Elements gather energy in unique patterns,
challenging you with finding the ideal route
to balance and harmony. Earth digs deep,
Water flows wide, Fire rises high, Wind
blows freely, and Void slips between the
rest; can you gain the understanding you
need to uncover true wisdom? Scheduled
to ship in January 2021.
GGL GO02.................................$40.00
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IELLO

INCARNATE GAMES

JORDAN DRAPER
GAMES

TOKYO SERIES

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
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ASCENDED KINGS

DWAR7S FALL

To survive the long and terrible winter
that is approaching, the dwarfs need to
prepare. It is time to collect gems, fight
monsters, build castles and stock food.
Time is precious and it is vial to plan
your actions wisely! Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
IEL 51797.................................... $34.99

Ascended Kings is a strategic & tactical
high fantasy, free-for-all, battle royal
tabletop miniatures game for 2-4 players
and includes miniatures, cards, dice,
acrylic gemstones! Engage in free-for-all
combat to the death, spurred on by slowly
encroaching walls of fire. With no player
elimination, fallen kings immediately
return to the battle as Revenants, powerful
dark beings from the fringe dimension
keeping every player in the fight until the
four kings Bloodstones are united and
the ultimate source of power, the Omega
Stone, is summoned. Claim Omega with
all 4 bloodstones to win while rivals seek to
strip the bloodstones back to claim Omega
for themselves!
AKT BGLTDED..............................$70.00

METRO - OSAKA EXPANSION

This expansion to Tokyo Metro adds the
map of the Osaka Metro system and a
whole new set of unique action cards to
the Tokyo Metro game system! With a
punchier, tighter, and quicker take on the
game, Osaka Metro aslo adds the option
to use the action cards from Tokyo Metro
with its map, or the Osaka action cards
with Tokyo Metro map!
JDG TKYO-OSXP.........................$30.00

NOTHING TO TALK ABOUT

Nothing To Talk About is a zine with 9
games for 2 people to play over any
messaging app. All of the games are
vastly unique, with a range of styles and
mechanics. Use these as an ice breaker,
a stress reliever, a creative brainstorming
tool, or a way to explore a relationship!
Each game encourages play through a
ritualized setting. One simply needs to
send a photo of a single page of rules to
someone on the other end of their phone,
and the game begins!
JDG ZINE-NTTA...........................$10.00

KENZER & COMPANY

INDIE BOARDS
& CARDS
TSUKIJI MARKET EXPANSION

Tokyo Tsukiji Expansion adds to the unique
modular system of Tokyo Tsukiji Market,
with brand new fishing opportunities and
external economic engines! With 6 new
fish markets and 6 new external markets,
you’ll be able to rent ships, hold a foreign
auction, purchase research into new fish,
and much more. Endless possibilities await
when you add this brand new expansion
to Tokyo Tsukiji Market!
JDG TKYO-TSXP..........................$30.00

PACIFIC RAIL

2019 is the 150th anniversary of the
completion of the Trans-Continental
Railway, an epic undertaking that saw the
Unites States connected coast to coast for
the first time. In Pacific Rail you play as
one of the railroad companies competeing
to complete the link as fast as you can.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
IEL 51796....................................$49.99

ZINES

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

This multiple award-winning comic
magazine
features
the
hilarious
misadventures of a group of gamers (the
Knights) and their friends, along with useful
role-playing and other articles for gamers,
from a gamers perspective. It’s a slice of
(fantasy) life in strips, articles, reviews and
features, and a wonderful celebration of
the gaming culture! Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
KEN 284.......................................$6.99

AEON’S END DBG: SOUTHERN
VILLAGE EXPANSION

ZOMBIE TEENZ EVOLUTION

Zombie Teenz Evolution is the sequel to
Zombie Kidz Evolution (#1 Kids’ Game
on BGG). It is a standalone game with a
different set of rules, so you don’t need
to have played the first game to jump
into the second. Zombie Teenz Evolution
follows the same general guidelines as
its predecessor: a fast and simple game
whose rules evolve from game to game
through the opening of 14 Mystery
envelopes. By accomplishing special
Missions, players unlock additional content
NOV
2020 that will provide a richer experience, while
constantly renewing the enjoyment of the
game. The icing on the cake: the two
16
games are compatible!
IEL ZTE01....................................$24.99

The village of Azer has existed
on the surface long before New
Gravehold was founded, and the
mages there are experts at fighting in
close partnerships. Now, a creature
composed of flame threatens to bring
down the forest around them, and the
only ones who stand in its way are a
boy who lost his partner in battle, and
a girl who had to grow up without one.
Southern Village is an expansion for
the cooperative deck building game
Aeon’s End. This expansion features
two mages, one nemesis, and several
new player cards and treasures.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
IBC AESV01.......................... $19.99

KNIGHTS OF THE
DINNER TABLE #284

MIRROR

Mirror is a group session zine with a
collection of exercises designed to provide
a moment of personal and communal
reflection. Our every day life is full of
distractions, this zine explores how ritual
and engagement can help us to think
positively towards ourselves and each other.
JDG ZINE-MIRR...........................$10.00

KOBOLD PRESS
WARLOCK GRIMOIRE 2 HARDCOVER (5E)

KONAMI DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT
YU-GI-OH! TCG: DARK MAGICIAN GIRL THE
DRAGON KNIGHT 9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

YU-GI-OH! TCG: DARK
MAGICIAN GIRL THE DRAGON
KNIGHT GAME MAT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: DARK
MAGICIAN GIRL THE DRAGON
KNIGHT CARD CASE

Watch your back! Dark Magician Girl the
Dragon Knight descends with alternate
artwork in Dragons of Legend: The
Complete Series, and now you can showoff this special variant art with the Dark
Magician Girl the Dragon Knight Card
Case! Each Card Case can fit a full Main,
Side, and Extra Deck for a total of 70
sleeved cards. It also includes a special
divider featuring the outside design.
There’s no better way to protect your Deck
while you’re on the go!
KON 85177..................................$4.99

Watch your back! Dark Magician Girl the
Dragon Knight descends with alternate
artwork in Dragons of Legend: The
Complete Series, and now you can showoff this special variant art with the Dark
Magician Girl the Dragon Knight Game
Mat! This full-sized, rubber Game Mat
is the same size as Game Mats used as
prizing in various Konami sanctioned
events, so it is perfect to Duel your way to
the top. Made with high-quality materials,
your Dueling experience will be as smooth
as possible!
KON 85175................................$14.99
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Watch your back! Dark Magician Girl the Dragon
Knight descends with alternate artwork in Dragons of
Legend: The Complete Series, and now you can showoff this special variant art with the Dark Magician Girl
the Dragon Knight 9-Pocket Duelist Portfolio! Each Duelist
Portfolio includes 10-pages with 9 pockets per page,
allowing you to display up to a total of 180 cards! Built
with a side loading design, you will also get an extra
layer of protection for your cards. There’s no better way
to show off your collection!
KON 85179....................................................... $9.99

GAMES

Within these dusty pages, uncover the secrets of
the worldindeed, of the branches of the multiverse!
Collected here are entire lost volumes of esoteric
truths. Only for you, the Warlock Grimoire 2. Dark
revelations and wondrous testimonials of dark fantasy
monsters and magic, locales and lore of Midgard. The
Warlock Grimoire 2 presents the content from issues
1119 of Warlock and includes an entire issues worth
of new, never-before-seen lore and game elements,
including both the mysteriously desolated Southlands
city of Iram and the secrets of Grandmother herself,
Baba Yaga. Uncover the truths of dark fantasy for the
Midgard campaign settingor for the worlds of your
own creation! Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
PZO KOBWARGRIM2................................$24.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: DARK MAGICIAN GIRL
THE DRAGON KNIGHT SLEEVES PACK (50)

Watch your back! Dark Magician Girl the Dragon
Knight descends with alternate artwork in Dragons
of Legend: The Complete Series, and now you
can show-off this special variant art with the Dark
Magician Girl the Dragon Knight Card Sleeves!
Each pack contains 50 sleeves designed to meet
tournament regulation standards. There’s no better
way to protect your cards during a Duel! NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85173	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $3.99
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YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGENDARY
DUELISTS SEASON 2 BOX
DISPLAY (8)

The 2018-2019 season of Legendary
Duelists was headlined by Seto Kaiba
in Legendary Duelists: White Dragon
Abyss, and now he’s back along
with all the Duelists from both White
Dragon Abyss and Sisters of the Rose
in Legendary Duelists: Season 2! As in
Season 1, the hottest cards from White
Dragon Abyss and Sisters of the Rose
will appear as Secret Rares a rarity
that wasnt part of the original sets but
thats not all! Two new cards for the
strategies of two of the most popular
Duelists from these sets will also be
available as Secret Rares: 1 new
Blue-Eyes card for Kaiba and 1 new
Galaxy-Eyes card for Kite! Legendary
Duelists: Season 2 also upgrades the
Ultra Rares! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85183........................ $119.92

18

Doom Arises! The glorious capital city
of legendary Hyperborea fell to ruin
two thousand years ago in a fiery
night of destruction that burned half a
continent and heralded the end of an
ageless empire. New auguries brought
a fellowship of valiant knights to the
scorched ruins seeking an ancient danger
that threatened the world anew, but
those champions themselves disappeared
among the broken stones of the shattered
city. Now new heroes must take up their
mantle, whether to rescue or avenge
them, and by all means to complete the
their desperate mission to forestall a new
cataclysm. However, those daring to tread
the ancient streets quickly discover that
the ruins do not rest easy, and ancient
memories can be as deadly as new perils
in Old Curgantium. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
5E
LGP 426AE065E..........................$29.99
PF2
LGP 426AE06PF2........................$29.99

LEGENDARY GAMES

KINGDOM EVENTS
CARD DECK (5E)

Royal Events for Every Occasion! See
what’s happening in your kingdom with
this deck featuring dozens of beneficial
and dangerous special events from
Carnivals and Smugglers to an Inquisition
or Assassination Attempt, drawing from
the deck or using the included event tables
to see what happens! This 56-card set of
beautifully illustrated cards is a perfect
companion to the Ultimate Kingdoms
rulebook from Legendary Games and is
compatible with both D&D 5E and the
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
LGP 438UL005E..........................$15.99

LEGENDARY KINETICISTS: SECOND
EDITION (PF2)

Legendary Kineticist: Second Edition brings
you not only a full 20-level base class but
also over 100 class feats for kineticists
across 7 elemental specializations, each
with their own unique powers and abilities.
Create a stalwart geokineticist with
unmatched defensive prowess, blast your
enemies to ash as a pyrokineticist, streak
across the battlefield around as a bolt of
living lightning as an electrokineticist, and
more! Learn to wield focused infusions and
composite blasts or dabble in the kinetic
arts with a complete multiclass archetype.
Grab this incredible 48-page character
class today for Pathfinder Second Edition
and Make Your Game Legendary!
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
LGP 399NC01PF2.......................$15.99

SPELL CARDS: PRIMAL ADVANCED (PF2)

The Primal Advanced spell card set includes spell
cards for all primal spells from 3rd-level standby
spells to the mightiest 10th-level enchantments in the
Pathfinder Second Edition rules, from aerial form
to wind walk, with complete rules for every spell.
Spells are placed one to a card, save a handful
of highly complex spells spread over 2-3 cards.
Downloads come with two files, one with a single
card per page for easy screen viewing and one with
cards arrayed for printing at home, or order a set
of our beautiful professionally printed cards, perfect
to use with your own deck boxes or card sheets!
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
LGP 444SSC08PF2	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $21.99

LEVEL 99 GAMES

AEGIS OF EMPIRES 5: RACE FOR
SHATAAKH-ULM (5E)

Race for Shataakh-Ulm is a 5E
adventure for 12th-level characters set
in the fabled Haunted Steppe in the Lost
Lands Campaign Setting. This rich and
exciting world 20 years in the making
has been home to dozens of adventures
from Necromancer Games and Frog
God Games and produced with their
cooperation to be compatible with The
World of the Lost Lands campaign guide!
It is the fifth of six adventures in the Aegis
of Empires Adventure Path, with each
adventure exploring hitherto unexplored
areas of the Lost Lands with a combination
of horror, intrigue, deadly danger, and
the lure of ancient mysteries. Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
NOV LGP 425AE055E..........................$34.99
2020

AEGIS OF EMPIRES 6: KNIGHT
FALL IN OLD CURGANTIUM

ARCFORGE CAMPAIGN
SETTING: GLEAM OF ETERNITY
(STARFINDER)

Gleam of Eternity offers a wealth of
new options for players, bringing the
biohacker, vanguard, and witchwarper
classes from the Starfinder Roleplaying
Game to the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game, along with nearly 20 all-new
archetypes like the biollurgist biohacker,
stellar echo wilder, miracle soldier psychic
warrior, and worldweaver psion, plus
alternate class features and integration
with expanded rules systems like psionics
and Spheres of Power! You’ll also find
over 80 new feats, spells, augmentations,
combat talents, addictive power-boosting
stimulants, and more to enhance your
game, from Revenant Militia and
powdered psicrystal to Vacuous Power
and Reality-Puncturing Attack! Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
LGP 437AF10PFSF.......................$15.99

EXCEED: BLAZBLUE BOXES

Bring the fast-paced action of head-to-head arcade fighting games to your tabletop!
Choose your fighter from an ever-growing roster of diverse characters, each with their
own deck of special moves and supers. Exceed to reveal your true power and unleash
havoc on your opponents! This box contains 4 fighters and everything you need to play.
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
HAZAMA
L99 EXBB4	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
JIN
L99 EXBB2	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
NOEL
L99 EXBB3	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
RAGNA
L99 EXBB1	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

EXCEED: BLAZBLUE - PLAYMAT

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
L99 EXBBPM	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

LOKE

Martian Chess is a fast and easy to learn
Chess-style game with a difference that
really makes you think: ownership of
pieces is determined not by color, but
by location on the gameboard. For this
new edition, we have created a new
color, Martian Red, and since color has
no meaning in this game, all 18 pieces
in the set will be of this new color. As a
Pyramid Arcade expansion, one set of
Martian Chess brings Pyramid Arcade up
to eleven color choices. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
LOO 110....................................$20.00

BATTLE MATS: BIG BOOK OF
BATTLE MATS - VOLUME II

The Giant Book of Battle Mats is the ideal
set of battle mats to keep you party rolling
through any and every encounter. Through
dungeons, across plains, through forests,
ruins, down sewers and even into throne
rooms, your quest for danger, excitement
and treasure starts here! Lay flat book of
62 wipe clean battle maps. Large maps
allow for epic encounters. 1 inch grid
throughout. Wide range of common
fantasy rpg settings.
LBM 004.....................................$42.99

Journey home from the Delta
Quadrant aboard the Starship
Voyager! In this fourth Fluxx excursion
into the Star Trek universe Captain
Janeway and her crew will encounter
familiar enemies: The Kazon, Species
8472, and of course, the Borg. The
classic ever-changing rules of Fluxx
are further enhanced by twists like
the Caretaker and Ancestors’ Eve.
Janeway from the future might even
show up in a Timeship! Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
LOO 105.............................. $20.00

LOONEY LABS
NOMIDS

A fast and easy introductory game with
a simple goal. Great for all ages and
playable by as many as 10 people!
Everyone starts with 3 pyramids of all
different colors, and the first player to get
rid of them all - to have no mids - is the
winner! Nomids also includes overviews
of 3 other games you can play with the
pieces. As a Pyramid Arcade expansion,
two sets of Nomids will bring a Pyramid
Arcade set up to the five trios needed for
several popular games, in all ten colors.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
LOO 108....................................$20.00

HOMEWORLDS

Homeworlds is a deep abstract strategy
game of perfect information, resource
management, and galactic war. Can
you destroy your opponent’s Homeworld
before their space fleet reaches yours? As
a Pyramid Arcade expansion, one set of
Homeworlds provides 3 more trios in four
colors, providing enough pieces to play
Zendo and other pyramid-heavy games.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
LOO 111....................................$20.00

ZENDO RULES EXPANSION #2

This is the second set of new Zendo rule
cards to expand the 40 that come in the
base game. The 10 cards in this expansion
provide a total of 85 new rules... most of
which fall in the ‘difficult’ category for
those who want a new challenge. We
recommend you don’t look at these cards
unless you are ready to moderate a game.
The fun is in figuring them out, so please
keep the secret rules secret! Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
LOO 113......................................$5.00

ICE DUO

Ice Duo is actually two complete games
in one box: Ice Dice and Twin Win. Ice
Dice is a press-your-luck game that was
specifically designed to be an introductory
game for the pyramids. It features a special
pair of dice designed for this game but
useful now for many others. Twin Win is a
quick little hidden goal game with a bit of
bluffing and a bit of strategy. As a Pyramid
Arcade expansion, two sets of Nomids will
bring a Pyramid Arcade set up to the five
trios needed for several popular games, in
five of the ten colors. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
LOO 109....................................$20.00

LORESMYTH
REMARKABLE INNS &
THEIR DRINKS HARDCOVER
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Attention Adventurers! Grab your dice
and get ready to roll initiative as the
game is afoot. The Big Book of Battle Mats
Volume 2 is the ideal set of fantasy battle
mats to keep you party rolling through any
and every encounter. Through dungeons,
across plains, through forests, town streets,
down sewers and eveninto a mansion
house, your quest for danger, excitement
and treasure starts here!
LBM 003.....................................$26.99

BATTLE MATS: GIANT BOOK OF
BATTLE MATS - VOLUME II

STAR TREK: VOYAGER FLUXX

GAMES

MARTIAN CHESS

Every story has a beginning, and in fantasy
adventures, many epic stories start in a
tavern! Our new book Remarkable Inns &
Their Drinks is a substantial 88 pages and
provides a wealth of new content and options
to turn boring tavern visits into memorable,
exciting roleplaying events. Remarkable Inns &
NOV
Their Drinks is the definitive guide to taverns, 2020
creating them and bringing them to life.
NRG LORE-RINNS-HC....................... $30.00 19

ARMADA

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

ACRYLIC TEMPLATE SET

MGE MGARM105.......................$29.99

ORC SMASHER

MGE MGARO201.......................$19.99

DWARF BOOSTER FLEET

MGE MGARD102........................$44.99
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DWARF STARTER FLEET

MGE MGARD101........................$44.99

REMARKABLE SHOPS
& THEIR WARES

Turn ordinary shop visits into memorable
roleplaying
experiences.
Remarkable
Shops & Their Wares is the ultimate
inspirational
sourcebook
to
create
and roleplay fantastical shops. From
numerous shop types and wares to unique
shopkeepers, currencies, items, exotic
mounts, and crafting custom wares. You
can even let your players build and operate
a store. With dozens of random generation
tables, roleplaying gamemasters can now
construct the most detailed shops ever to
grace a fantasy world…
HARDCOVER
NRG LORE-RSHOPS-HC...............$30.00
SOFTCOVER
NRG LORE-RSHOPS-SC...............$23.00

EMPIRE OF DUST BOOSTER FLEET

MGE MGART102.........................$44.99

EMPIRE OF DUST STARTER FLEET

MGE MGART101.........................$44.99

MAYDAY GAMES
BASILEAN ABBESS

MGE MGARB201........................$19.99

ORC STARTER FLEET

MGE MGARO101.......................$44.99

LUCKY DUCK GAMES

RULEBOOK & COUNTERS
BASILEAN BOOSTER FLEET

MGE MGARB102........................$44.99

Pit your fleet against your friends in this
2+ player naval warfare game. Plot your
speed and course, sail through the waves,
fire spectacular broadsides and initiate
cinematic boarding actions. Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
MGE MGARM102.......................$44.99

BARON VOODOO

In Baron Voodoo, you play as a ‘Loa,’
a voodoo god, who has the chance to
become the new god of death by capturing
the most souls, which are represented by
48 gorgeous custom Soul Dice. Scheduled
to ship in October 2020.
LKY BV0-R01-EN.........................$39.99

BASILEAN STARTER FLEET

MGE MGARB101........................$44.99

MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

ARMADA

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

EXTRA DICE SET

MGE MGARM106.......................$12.99

RED OUTPOST

A top secret Soviet space mission set out to
colonize a planet in a remote galaxy, far
away from home. The settlers built there
a small communist heaven which exists
to this day. As one of the leaders, your
goal is to guide the settlers on this new,yet
strangely familiar terrain. The players get
to control all of the settlers, each time a
different one. You must expertly manage
the resources and choose the jobs carefully
so as not to upset the settlers: keeping up
morale is of utmost importance if you
want to become the most prolific leader
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
MDG SKS-0314...........................$35.00

TWO PLAYER STARTER SET

Pit your fleet against your friends in this
2+ player naval warfare game. Plot your
speed and course, sail through the waves,
fire spectacular broadsides and initiate
cinematic boarding actions. Typical fleet
sizes are 6-9 ships for a standard 90120 minute game. Upgrade your ships
with magic items and famous captains.
Featuring 10 scenarios, pitting players
against each other to capture a kraken,
sink the flagship, battle for buried treasure
and more. Contains additional rules for
terrain, weather and advanced wind rules.
MGE MGARM101.......................$99.99

MODIPHIUS

ELDER SCROLLS:
CALL TO ARMS

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

ORC BOOSTER FLEET

MGE MGARO102................................. $44.99

ADVENTURER ALLIES
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MUH 051936..............................$39.99

ACRYLIC BASES SET

MGE MGARM104.......................$39.99

STORMCLOAK

MUH 051939..............................$45.00

ADVENTURER FOLLOWERS

MUH 052024..............................$39.99

MUH 052058..............................$49.00

GAMES

STORMCLOAK SKIRMISHERS
RESIN COLLECTORS SET

FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

CHAPTER 1 CARD PACK
CIVIL WAR

CREATURES MIRELURKS

MUH 052010..............................$27.00

DRAUGR ANCIENTS

MUH 052025..............................$45.00

ENCLAVE FRANK HORRIGAN

MUH 052003..............................$39.99

IMPERIAL LEGION
REINFORCEMENTS
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Civil War is the first Chapter Expansion for
Elder Scrolls: Call to Arms. It includes cards
for Imperial and Stormcloak soldiers, plus
additional adventurers and Adversaries
such as Draugr and Skeletons. Additional
Battle Mode and Delve Quests, Traps and
Events expand the narrative adventure
game. Equip your heroes with new
weapons, spells, armor and enchantments
to overcome the dangers of Skyrim.
MUH 052077..............................$38.00

MUH 052057..............................$49.00

IMPERIAL OFFICERS

MUH 051938..............................$45.00

WAVE 1 FUNDAMENTALS
CARD DECK

The Wave 1 fundamentals card deck
updates and reinforces your Fallout:
Wasteland Warfare adventures, giving
you all the core cards youll need from the
first wave of the game.
MUH 052093..............................$19.99
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FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE

MONDO GAMES

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

GAMES

DISNEY SHADOWED KINGDOM

DENIZENS OF THE
WASTELAND CARD PACK

The wasteland is not for the faint hearted.
Nesting in the ruins of mankinds cities are
mutated, evolved and irradiated animals
of all shapes and sizes. The Creature
Controller card expansion set brings
Conditioning and commands to creatures
and allows players to field forces of
combined creatures in games of Fallout:
Wasteland Warfare. Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
MUH 052004..............................$18.00

In the two-player co-operative card game
Disney Shadowed Kingdom, you enlist
the help of your favorite Disney hero and
team up with a friend to dispel the Shadow
polluting The Kingdom and journey to
discover lost Magic. Gameplay revolves
around silently adding cards face-down
to a 2x2 grid in one of two directions,
causing cards to be pushed either into
the hand of your partner for discovery or
out of the grid completely, dispelling them
from play. To win, max out your Magic
Tracker before the Shadow Tracker is full.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
MNG DSK001.............................$20.00

FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE
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Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

DREAM CRUSH

UNALIGNED T-45
POWER ARMOUR

MUH 052002..............................$39.99

MONGOOSE
PUBLISHING

The Outrim Void is a dangerous place, rife
with the remnants of ancient civilisations,
pirate havens and ravenous aliens waiting
to surge across borders into unclaimed
territory. Its only hope for survival is the
narrow stream of stars known as the
Sindalian Main. If the secure flow of
trade can be restored there, the region
might one day rise above its blighted
circumstances. The Travellers are sent deep
into the Void when they are assigned to
the remote Imperial Navy base at Dpres.
There they must take command of a jointforce task group and proceed along the
Sindalian Main to Tktk. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
MGP 40036................................$19.99

TRAVELLER RPG:
THE LAST TRAIN OUT OF
RAKKEN-GOLL ADVENTURE

An invitation from Sir Willard Vorstaten
leads the Travellers to Rakken-Goll,
a dying cattle town in the middle of
nowhere. Instead of the expected job
offer the Travellers find a lonely young
man desperate for offworld visitors. Sir
Willards residence is comfortable and
he is generous; perhaps the Travellers
will enjoy some downtime at his
expense? Perhaps he might be a useful
contact to cultivate; who knows where
his duties as a noble will take him next?
Events around Rakken-Goll overtake the
Travellers plans. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
MGP 40035................................$14.99

MONTE COOK GAMES
ARCANA OF THE ANCIENTS RPG:
BEASTS OF FLESH AND STEEL

The lacaric courier singlemindedly delivers strange devices
to ancient ruins, sometimes traveling great distances and
facing incredible hardships to do so. Why? What’s the
significance of the cargo or destination? Nobody knows
- but don’t get in its way! Like a hermit crab seeking out
empty shells, the kalyptein crab lives in ancient devices.
The silvery liquid namnesis communicates by swapping
memories - literally stealing those of its target while
implanting its own startling thoughts. It changes form
rapidly, even splitting into multiple attackers, and can
sometimes steal a character’s abilities to use against
them... Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
MKG 247.......................................................$44.99

CYPHER SYSTEM RPG
2ND EDITION: GODFORSAKEN

Fantasy - tales of heroes, monsters and magic - is
arguably the oldest genre of human fiction. It’s also the
genre that inspired us to step into imaginary worlds
through roleplaying games. Godforsaken takes the
Cypher System on a deep dive into the infinite variety of
fantasy realms, with rules, character options, gear, and
a compete, ready-to-use setting that makes the most of
the genre. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
MKG 211...................................................... $49.99

VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE DISCIPLINE AND BLOOD
MAGIC CARD DECK

This deck of cards gives you all the reference
material you need for Disciplines, Blood
Sorcery powers and rituals, and Thin-Blood
Alchemy in your Vampire: The Masquerade
games. With 80 colour and symbol coded
cards for referencing Disciplines and 41
cards that include all Blood Sorcery powers
and rituals, and all Thin-Blood Alchemy
powers, these cards will keep your game
moving smoothly. This combined deck is
perfect for players and Storytellers who
want a quick reference and an easy way of
keeping track of Disciplines, Blood Sorcery,
and Thin-Blood Alchemy abilities and the
NOV rules associated with them. Scheduled to
2020
ship in November 2020.
MUH 052116..............................$31.99
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Prepare to GUSH about your CRUSH! Look
into your heart and choose your favorite
Crush, then guess who your friends are
crushing on in this totally timeless fantasy
dating game! Uncover sweet and strange
secrets about prospective Crushes while
navigating hilarious relationship milestones
that will leave your feelings reeling as you
play. Only by correctly predicting who makes
your friends swoon will you live happily ever
after with your own Dream Crush! Scheduled
to ship in December 2020.
MNG DC001...............................$25.00

TRAVELLER RPG: FIRE ON THE
SINDALIAN MAIN ADVENTURE

TRAVELLER RPG:
DRINAXIAN COMPANION

The Drinaxian Companion is an
expansion to both the Trojan Reach
and the Pirates of Drinax campaign,
and useful for any and all piratebased adventures in Traveller. This
volume presents additional rules and
adventure possibilities, along with a
useful summary of the Pirates of Drinax
campaign and locations featured within
it. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
MGP 40034.......................... $49.99

NUMENERA RPG: EDGE OF THE SUN

The greatest work of the prior worlds: the Engine of the
Gods! Few who dwell on the Ninth World even know
of the greatest achievement of the ancients, for it rests
imperceptibly, despite its vast size on the very edge of the
Sun itself. What horrific danger what incredible threat, to
the Sun and our world compelled them to such an audacious
creation? Has that threat been ended? Or do the beings that
dwell upon the Engine (for yes, it is home to many strange
creatures) struggle now in vain, unaware that their mission
no longer protects them or usfrom cataclysm on a scale that
dwarfs even the audacity of the prior worlds most staggering
work? Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
MKG 259......................................................... $44.99

NUMENERA RPG: LIMINAL SHORE

Here, everything lives. Not just the dense forests and
lush grasslands, teeming with creatures fabulous and
humble. Not just the very earth, rocks, seas, and air. But
even the clothes, the weapons, the cyphers you bring
with you to this place. It all breathes, grows, consumes,
heals, and well, lives. Massive flying creatures drift
through the skies. Cities crawl, float, or fly across the
landscape. Magnificent superstructures soar upward,
so tall they touch the Voice itself. And beneath one’s
feet, strange organs and vascules permeate the earth.
It’s a land unknown to most in the Steadfast. A land
of secrets, said to lie beyond the farthest seas... but
perhaps its real location is the greatest secret of all.
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
MKG 258...................................................... $44.99

GAME MASTERS TOOLBOX:
FATES & FORTUNES

ODD BIRD GAMES
FEUDUM: BIG BOX LIMITED EDITION

Blimey! You and your blokes have been
banished and stripped of everything
but a few shillings and table scraps.
Undaunted, you journey to a strange
land to reinvent yourself and reclaim
your honor! Will you farm the earth, fight
as knights or finagle your own feudums?
Hailed as articulate and inventive,
Feudum is a deeply nuanced game in
which you optimize your hand, leverage
your resources and compete for guild
status in a fantastical land! Six uniquely
powered characters and multiple paths
to victory make for an ever-changing,
open-world experience each time you play! Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
ODD 100BB	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $120.00

ONI PRESS

ROLLED & TOLD V1
HARDCOVER (5E)

This collected edition of Rolled & Told
contains all the adventures, miniadventures, comics, and articles from
issues zero to six along with extra content
you couldn’t get in the single issues!
It provides hours of pick-up-and-play
campaigns designed both for players
new to tabletop role-playing and for those
who have played for years. Every page
is filled with beautiful illustrations, comics
coinciding with adventures, and splash
art from your favorite comic artists to
inspire your players! Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
ONI RT001.................................. $39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Add some excitement and variation to skill
checks with the Luck Deck. When players
roll a 20 give them a Good Luck Card, or
a Bad Luck Card when they roll a 1. These
cards can be used later in the session
for additional benefits or misfortune. The
fantasy role playing game can go either
way when the Luck Deck is used — so try
not to act surprised. The Luck Deck comes
with: 26 Good Luck Cards (for players)
and 26 Bad Luck Cards (for GMs). So
what are you waiting for? Play your
tabletop fantasy role playing games with
the Luck Deck and see what suits you better
— fortune or misfortune!
NRG 1033..................................$15.00
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ROLLED & TOLD V2
HARDCOVER (5E)

GAMES

Each adventure is 5E compatible
and ready-to-play. Rolled and Told
Vol. 2 provides hours of pick-upand-play campaigns designed
both for players new to tabletop
role playing and for those who
have played for years. Every page
is filled with beautiful illustrations,
comics coinciding with adventures,
and splash art from your favorite
comic artists to inspire your
players! Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
ONI RT002.......................$49.99

PATHFINDER RPG: BESTIARY 2
(POCKET EDITION) (P2)

With more than 350 classic and brandnew monsters, this 320-page hardcover
rulebook greatly expands on the foes
found in the Pathfinder Bestiary. A lowcost, smaller-dimensions edition of the
Pathfinder Bestiary 2 hardcover, and a
great low-cost option for players looking
to jump into the game for the first time!
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
PZO 2104-PE..............................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
CORE RULEBOOK
(POCKET EDITION) (P2)

This comprehensive 640-page guide
to the Pathfinder roleplaying game
provides everything you need to set out
on a world of limitless fantasy adventure!
A low-cost, smaller-dimensions edition
of the fan-favorite Pathfinder Core
Rulebook hardcover. Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
PZO 2101-PE..............................$29.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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MERV - THE HEART
OF THE SILK ROAD

In Merv: The Heart of the Silk Road players
are vying to amass power and wealth in the
prosperous heart of the Silk Road. Through
careful court intrigue, timely donations to
the grand mosque, and securing favorable
trade deals, players attempt to redirect as
much of that prosperity as possible into
their own pockets. Meanwhile, beyond the
city walls Mongol hordes approach. If you
help construct the city walls you give up
on precious opportunities to build up your
own stature, but leave it unprotected and
you will burn with the city. Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
OSP GAM036.............................$65.00

RIGHTEOUS BLOOD,
RUTHLESS BLADES

Righteous Blood, Ruthless Blades is
roleplaying game of dark adventure and
heroic thrills inspired by the wuxia stories
of Gu Long. Players assume the roles of
eccentric heroes who solve mysteries,
avenge misdeeds, uphold justice, and
demonstrate profound mastery of the
martial arts. Character creation is
designed to produce fleshed-out, potent
individuals who can follow several paths,
including those of the physician, beggar,
assassin, thief, soldier, bandit, and more.
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
OSP RPG003...............................$35.00

PATHFINDER RPG: BESTIARY
(POCKET EDITION) (P2)

More than 400 of fantasys fiercest foes
burst from the pages of this enormous
360-page compendium of the most
popular and commonly encountered
creatures in the world of Pathfinder! A
low-cost, smaller-dimensions edition of the
Pathfinder Bestiary hardcover, and a great
low-cost option for players looking to jump
into the game for the first time. Scheduled
to ship in December 2020.
PZO 2102-PE..............................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CITY SITES MULTI-PACK

Whether your players are just arriving
in town, heading out for some shopping,
carousing at a local tavern, or fighting for
their lives in the back alleys, Pathfinder
Flip-Mat: City Sites Multi-Pack has you
covered. This sets four sides each feature a
different city location where mayhem and
trouble is likely to break out. Whether you
need a bustling marketplace, a popular
tavern, a twisting tangle of alleys in
the worst part of town, or a busy urban
waterfront, youll find a suitable map in this
pack. Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 30111.................................$24.99

PAIZO PUBLISHING
PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- ABOMINATION VAULTS PART 1 RUINS OF GAUNTLIGHT (P2)

Enter the megadungeon! When the mysterious
Gauntlight, an eerie landlocked lighthouse,
glows with baleful light, the people of Otari
know something terrible is beginning. The towns
newest heroes must venture into the ruins around
the lighthouseand delve the dungeon levels far
beneath itto discover the evil the Gauntlight
heralds. Hideous monsters, deadly traps, and
mysterious ghosts all await the heroes who dare
to enter the sprawling megadungeon called
the Abomination Vaults! Ruins of Gauntlight
is a Pathfinder adventure for four 1st-level
characters. Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 90163........................................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: GAMEMASTERY
GUIDE (POCKET EDITION) (P2)

Whether you are a new Game Master or
experienced storyteller, you can always find
new ways to hone your craft. This 256-page
Pathfinder Second Edition rulebook contains
a wealth of new information, tools, and rules
systems to add to your game. A low-cost,
smaller-dimensions edition of the Pathfinder
Gamemastery Guide hardcover, and a great
low-cost option for players looking to jump
into the game for the first time! Scheduled to
ship in December 2020.
PZO 2103-PE	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: MAGIC ARMAMENTS DECK (P2)

A favor for their best friend and ally brings
the player characters to the ocean planet of
Entha, which the Company is terraforming
into a paradise for rich dilettantes.
The churning water world is home to
many mysteries, including a fantastic
underwater realm of powerful magic.
Now the crew must save an underwater
rig from destruction, rescue the workers
there, and somehow win the friendship of
a strange alien species. But the Company
manager on Entha is a dragon, shes got a
team of aquatic alien troubleshooters, and
the PCs are the trouble that needs to be
shot. Professional Courtesy is a Starfinder
adventure for four 5th-level characters.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 7236...................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE

Whether the heroes are landing their
starship to explore a newly discovered world
or dogfighting in the skies in individual
starfighters, Paizo’s latest Starfinder FlipMat has you covered. This line of gaming
maps provides ready-to-use sciencefantasy set pieces for the busy Game
Master. Featuring a hex grid for Starfinders
unique starship combat system, this extralarge, double-sided map comes with two
different backgrounds - the thick clouds
of a gas giant and a high-altitude view of
a terrestrial worlds topography to let you
craft epic atmospheric starship battles and
fire your players imaginations. Don’t waste
time sketching when you could be playing.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 7323...................................$19.99

STARFINDER RPG: PAWNS - STARSHIP
OPERATIONS MANUAL PAWN
COLLECTION

Buckle up! A vast armada of starship pawns
blast their way onto your tabletop in the latest
Starfinder Pawns collection! The Starfinder
Starship Operations Manual Pawn Collection
presents more than 100 stunning full-color images
of starships, from agile interceptors to enormous
dreadnoughts. Printed on sturdy cardstock, each
double-sided pawn slots into a 1-inch plastic
base from the Starfinder Pawns Base Assortment,
making them easy to mix with traditional metal or
plastic miniatures. With so many starship options,
the Starfinder Starship Operations Manual Pawn
Collection ensures you’re set to run simple duels,
vast armada clashes, and everything in between!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 7421	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - FLY FREE OR DIE PART 3 PROFESSIONAL COURTESY

GAMES

A hero collects treasure at every step of their journey, and no treasure is more prized
than mighty magical weapons and incredible enchanted armor. The Pathfinder Magical
Armaments Deck contains 110 cards detailing every magical armor, weapon, and shield
in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook, along with runes and special materials. Each card
features statistics, descriptions, and beautiful full-color illustrations. Whether youre a GM
building a cache of loot for the heroes to find, or a player taking the next steps of a
heros journey, the Magical Armaments Deck keeps your fantastic gear at your fingertips!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PZO 2222	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $22.99
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TALISMAN ADVENTURES RPG:
ACCESSORY PACK

PALLADIUM BOOKS

If you want to be even better prepared
for your heroic journey, the Talisman
Adventures Accessory Pack (Dice & Tokens)
is available for purchase. It contains as
many Light and Dark Fate Tokens as you
could ever need in addition to 3 Talisman
Adventures Dice.
PSD 47505E................................$14.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

BEYOND THE SUPERNATURAL RPG:
SOURCEBOOK - CREATURE FEATURE

This sourcebook builds on material that has
appeared in various issues of The Rifter but there
is a ton of new material and information useful
to both Game Masters and players. A gallery of
supernatural creatures. Some new. Some familiar,
updated and expanded. All terrifying. Rules
clarifications and errata. Game Master source
material and advice on rules, psychic abilities,
proximity and threat levels, I.S.P. multipliers, and
more. Advice about running modern horror RPGs
and using supernatural creatures in your games.
Lots of adventure ideas, including an updated
and expanded full adventure, ‘The Squatter.’ New
background and setting information for the BTS
setting and a few surprises. Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
PAL 0704	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $22.99

RIFTS RPG: TITAN ROBOTICS
SOURCEBOOK

Rifts Titan Robotics is a high-tech toy box
presenting new types of armor, sleek power
armor, giant robots, vehicles, and weapons
sold by Titan Robotics. Ah, but Titan Robotics
is much more than just another weapons
manufacturer, it is the secret operation of
ARCHIE-3 and all part of his plan to monitor
and manipulate the outside world. Learn about
Archies androids that run Titan Robotics, his
current schemes and plans for the future. New
Giant Robots. Scheduled to ship in December
2020.
PAL 0899.......................................... $22.99

CELTIC

The Celtic Lord of the Wetterau is looking
for a successor. To prove themselves
worthy, players have to travel the region
and trade with neighboring tribes. Each
turn they have to perform one movement
with their family members; other players
at their starting location can decide to join
them. While some locations allow to collect
goods, others have to be visited to fulfill
goal cards which grant influence (victory
points). The game ends immediately once
a player fulfilled five goal cards or chooses
to reveal that they’ve collected one good of
every kind.
PSD 55155E................................$14.99

TALISMAN ADVENTURES RPG:
CORE RULE BOOK

PEGASUS SPIELE

HANSA TEUTONICA BIG BOX

ARMATA STRIGOI

Armata Strigoi is a game in which the Powerwolf win or lose as a team, but each player
makes their own decisions about their actions and movements. Each player represents
one of the Powerwolf heroes which assault the Strigois fortress as a single pack. In order
to win they have to defeat both Vampires. However, the two foes are initially invulnerable
and their vitality is intrinsically linked to their dwelling fortress, thus, upon the demise of
the first vampire the whole structure will start to crumble and collapse on itself, making the
victory a race against time!
PSD 57700E	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

In Hansa Teutonica players attempt to
increase their standing as merchants in
the Hanseatic League by gaining prestige
points in various ways. For instance, they
can try to establish a network of Counting
Offices in new Hansa cities by occupying
an entire trade route between two cities, but
before that happens, player markers can
also be displaced by other players. Players
may also aim to develop their trading
skills, improving their abilities throughout
the course of play. Hansa Teutonica is a
highly interactive strategy game, as players
block and push each other each turn, but
it also gives cunning players the chance
to put being blocked into an advantage.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
PSD 55148G...............................$49.99

The Talisman Adventures Fantasy
Roleplaying Game rules are fastpaced, easy to learn, and feature the
new 3D6 Adventures rules set. With
these rules, the players take the lead
and determine the action as their
characters explore magical new lands,
encounter enigmatic strangers, and do
battle against terrible monsters. This
book provides a multitude of enemies,
strangers,
followers,
mysterious
locations, and magic items to include in
your adventures. Forbidden knowledge
and fabulous treasures — perhaps
even the fabled Talisman of the Great
Wizard — await the daring and heroic.
PSD 47500E.......................... $49.99

TALISMAN ADVENTURES RPG:
CORE RULE BOOK
LIMITED EDITION

PSD 47501E................................$69.99

BONFIRE
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Ignite the Bonfires, cast out the twilight! The
magical Bonfire has died out, the ancient cities are
abandoned, the world has sunk into twilight. The
Guardians of Light, who once watched over the
Bonfires, have withdrawn to distant islands. There
they wait for those who prove worthy to banish the
darkness. And so it is up to you, the Gnomes, to
face this fate: Colonize the empty cities and prepare
the path for the Guardians to return to their original
home. Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
PSD 55141G............................................. $59.99

MY FARM SHOP

In My Farm Shop players compete with
their personal Farm Shops, represented by
upgradeable player boards, which they
set up in the market. Each round the active
player rolls 3 dice. They then select 1 die to
determine which upgrade they get this round.
The sum of the remaining 2 dice triggers one
action of the farm shop this happens for all
players. While players receive goods each
turn, the efficiency of their harvest need to be improved with upgrades during their active
turns. Harvested goods are then sold on the market and whoever earned most money
wins. Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
PSD 51977E	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

PINEBOX
ENTERTAINMENT

DOOMTOWN: HELL’S
COMIN’ WITH ME

A small, determined posse moves on from
Gomorra and Tombstone, riding toward
their destiny in a boomtown surrounded
by the Black Hills of the Dakota badlands.
Meanwhile, Jonah Essex continues to flee
powerful enemies. Is he prepared for
an unexpected welcome to Deadwood?
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PIN 05926..................................$39.99

Explore the power of the Kanto region
with this Pokémon Trading Card Game
collection including a massive oversize
card and 10 booster packs! This
collection also brings you two powerful
Pokmon-EX, with HP and attacks far
beyond most Pokémon, and a treasure
trove of XYEvolutions booster packs to
expand your choices and add wild,
strong, and wonderful Pokémon of all
types to your collection!
PUI 29080944................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)

Discover new brilliance and maximum power in the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield
Vivid Voltage expansion as more Pokémon V appear, including the newly discovered
Mythical Pokémon Zarude! Unique new Amazing Pokémon burst onto the scene with a
rainbow splash, alongside more Pokémon VMAX including the splendor, the majesty,
the delightful round wonder that is Gigantamax Pikachu! Put a little color and a lot of
spark into your deck or collection with the Sword & Shield Vivid Voltage expansion!
PUI 17580749	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

Contains a 23-card Evolution pack featuring key
cards from current and prior sets, including 1 of
4 alternate-art promo cards, 4 Pokémon TCG:
Sword & Shield - Vivid Voltage booster packs,
and 1 deck-building tip sheet.
PUI 17580771..............................................PI

POKÉMON TCG:
ORBEETLE V BOX

5 SECOND RULE:
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Now with more than 150 new cards! It
should be easy to name 3 breeds of dogsbut can you do it under the pressure of 5
seconds twisting down, and with the other
players staring at you, waiting for you
to get flustered? Time’s not on your side,
so just say what comes to mind and risk
ridiculous answers slipping out as time
twirls down on the unique twisted timer! It’s
all in good fun with this fast-paced game
where you have to Just Spit it Out!
PAT 7453....................................$14.95

POKÉMON USA

POKÉMON TCG:
COLLECTOR’S CHEST

This sturdy metal case contains more
than a dozen special Pokémon goodies
including many not found anywhere else.
PUI 21080747..................................... PI

Orbeetle V is all brain and it has ways
of outsmarting anyone! Its immense
intellect gives it a major psychic punch,
and it leaves your opponent wondering
what comes next. Flying high into the
sky, the Seven Spot Pokémon looms
over weaker Pokémon in battle. You’ll
find the brainy Orbeetle V in both
playable and display sizes, together
with treasures from Pokémon TCG
booster packs.
PUI 29080745................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE
ELITE TRAINER BOX
POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD ULTRA-PREMIUM
COLLECTION - ZACIAN &
ZAMAZENTA

With the power of Zacian V and
Zamazenta V, your decks will seize
the day, channeling the strength of
Metal-type Pokémon into your roster.
In addition to a players guide covering
the entire first year of the Sword &
Shield Series, including details about
top cards and combos, youll find more
surprises in Pokémon TCG booster
packs. Do more than just explore
Galar: stand shoulder to shoulder with
its greatest legends!
PUI 29080742................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE
CHECKLANE BLISTER
CARTON (16)

Blister card (for pegs) containing
booster pack, promo card, and coin.
Discover new brilliance and maximum
power in the Pokémon TCG: Sword &
Shield Vivid Voltage expansion as more
Pokémon V appear, including the newly
discovered Mythical Pokémon Zarude!
Unique new Amazing Pokémon burst
onto the scene with a rainbow splash,
alongside more Pokémon VMAX
including the splendor, the majesty,
the delightful round wonder that is
Gigantamax Pikachu!
PUI 17580754................................ PI

Discover new brilliance and maximum
power in the Pokémon TCG: Sword
& Shield Vivid Voltage expansion
as more Pokémon V appear,
including the newly discovered
Mythical Pokémon Zarude! Unique
new Amazing Pokmon burst onto
the scene with a rainbow splash,
alongside more Pokémon VMAX
including the splendor, the majesty,
the delightful round wonder that
is Gigantamax Pikachu! Put a little
color and a lot of spark into your
deck or collection with the Sword &
Shield Vivid Voltage expansion!
PUI 17580768................................ PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD VIVID VOLTAGE BUILD & BATTLE BOX
(DISPLAY 10)
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PYTHAGORAS

HORDES

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE MINI
PORTFOLIO DISPLAY (12)

Store up to 60 of your latest and greatest Pokémon cards in this mini portfolio. Each
portfolio comes with a booster pack from the new Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield
Vivid Voltage expansion, so you can start filling it up right away!
PUI 17580767	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE SLEEVED
BOOSTER CARTON (24)

MINIONS FARROW SAPPER AND
MINES SOLO (RESIN/METAL)

PIP 75089...................................$21.99

Sleeved (for pegs) booster. Discover new brilliance and maximum power in the
Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield Vivid Voltage expansion as more Pokémon V appear,
including the newly discovered Mythical Pokémon Zarude! Unique new Amazing
Pokémon burst onto the scene with a rainbow splash, alongside more Pokémon VMAX
including the splendor, the majesty, the delightful round wonder that is Gigantamax
Pikachu! Put a little color and a lot of spark into your deck or collection with the Sword
& Shield Vivid Voltage expansion!
PUI 17580750	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

ROSSIO

The Portuguese King has called the finest
stonemasons of the country to pave one
of the most important squares with calada
tiles. But the task is enormous and players
will have to count with the aid of helper
cards who will help them score points and/
or collect money. Rossio is a game with
very simple rules, but with high interaction
between players and interesting decisions
every single turn. Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
PYG 0012...................................$45.00

QUICK SIMPLE
FUN GAMES
TROLLBLOOD TROLLKIN GUNNERY
SERGEANT SOLO (RESIN/METAL)

PIP 71125...................................$19.99

MONSTERPOCALYPSE

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE
THEME DECK DISPLAY (8)

Discover new brilliance and maximum
power in the Pokémon TCG: Sword
& Shield Vivid Voltage expansion
as more Pokémon V appear,
including the newly discovered
Mythical Pokémon Zarude! Unique
new Amazing Pokémon burst onto
the scene wit h a rainbow splash,
alongside more Pokémon VMAX
including the splendor, the majesty,
the delightful round wonder that is
Gigantamax Pikachu! Put a little color
and a lot of spark into your deck or
collection with the Sword & Shield
Vivid Voltage expansion!
PUI 17580757................................ PI

CHAKRA

POKÉMON TCG: ZACIAN V
LEAGUE BATTLE DECK

Hold that intrepid sword high, Zacian,
and stand bravely against all comers!
This Legendary Pokémon V is yours
in this powerful, League-ready deck
for skilled Trainers and Pokémon TCG
players. With a slew of cards including
premium foil cards, sought-after power
cards like Arceus & Dialga & PalkiaGX, and a well-tuned set of Pokémon
and Trainer cards, the Zacian V
League Battle Deck does more than
feature one of the legends of the
Galar region: it puts together all the
elements to support you in your next
match against friends and neighbors,
in person or online!
PUI 29080797................................ PI

When Chaos Swirls about you, Harmonize
your Chakras. Each player is trying to
harmonize their Chakras. They do that by
action selection, and taking the right colors
for your chakras at the right time. Players
must outsmart their opponents to claim
victory in this Quick Simple and Fun game
for 2-4 Players.
QSF 177654...............................$29.99

DRAKEN ARMADA GAUSAMAL
MONSTER (RESIN/METAL)

PIP 51113........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD
& SHIELD - VIVID VOLTAGE
THREE-BOOSTER BLISTER

Discover new brilliance and maximum
power in the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield
Vivid Voltage expansion as more Pokémon
V appear, including the newly discovered
Mythical Pokémon Zarude! Unique new
Amazing Pokémon burst onto the scene
with a rainbow splash, alongside more
NOV
Pokémon VMAX including the splendor, the
2020
majesty, the delightful round wonder that is
Gigantamax Pikachu! Put a little color and a
30 lot of spark into your deck or collection with the Sword & Shield Vivid Voltage expansion!
PUI 17580753	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

DRAKEN ARMADA STALKERS AND
DRAKEN MYSTIC UNIT (METAL)

PIP 51114........................................... PI

MUSE RENAISSANCE

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
QSF 177655...............................$24.99

Q-WORKSHOP
ADVENT DICE CALENDAR
BY Q-WORKSHOP

RATHER DASHING GAMES
OFFERED AGAIN

ALDR: The High Sage is a card game
unlike any other. Tactically place drafted
cards to build the four elemental patterns
before your opponents can. Place your
sages strategically to restrict the options
of other players, and move Aldr himself to
further thwart your opponents. Be the first
to place your four sages and claim victory
in this unique card game of area control.
RDG ALDR...................................$29.99

O/A ELEMENT - SILVER

Element: Silver builds upon the legacy of
Element by offering three additional modes
of play along with the classic version. By
adding silver stones functioning as a fifth
element, players now have three additional
modes of play with Lightning, Wood,
and Metal. Each version requires unique
thinking, tactics, and philosophy to win.
RDG SLVR...................................$39.99

RIO GRANDE GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

O/A ALDR THE HIGH SAGE

GAMES

Christmas is coming! Don’t you just love
counting down days to Santa’s visit?
Q-Workshop gives you a countdown
sweet, but not fattening. Each slot
bringing joy and being practical at the
same time! Each day-slot hides a special
die for you, with a metal bonus at the
end! There’s even a full set of Santa’s Dice
in never-before-seen color theme! Enjoy
each day with a new die! Christmas
countdown calendar for RPG-lovers
and dice-enthusiasts with sweet but non
fattening treat in every slot. There is at
least one random METAL die in each Calendar. Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
QWS ADC101	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $40.00

BEYOND THE SUN

As Earth begins to die, it is time for humanity to look Beyond the Sun. The faction
leaders that once ruled the planet separately, now work together to develop cuttingedge technology and explore the depths of space. However, only one leader will
truly reign supreme in these new worlds. Will it be you? Scheduled to ship in
October 2020.
RGG 580	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$74.95
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GAMES

ROGUE GAMES

ROXLEY GAMES

TIDAL BLADES - HEROES
OF THE REEF: ANGLER’S
COVE EXPANSION

HEART RPG: SANCTUM
HARPER’S GATE RPG

A complete setting, Harper’s Gate is
designed to be easily adaptable to any
fantasy setting. Containing a host of
NPCs, rumors, and countless little details
you have everything you need to create a
rich and engaging town. Learn the secret
of ivory. Discover the many groups at work
vying for control of the region. Seek your
fortune while you brave the dangers that
seem to be lurking everywhere. All of this
and more are ready for you to discover.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
RUG 80001.................................$14.99

This sourcebook gives gamesmasters the
tools they need to build a haven together
with their player group, ensuring that their
characters have a place in the community
and that theyre invested in keeping it as
safe as possible. At the end of the process,
youll have a unique landmark with
tension, threats and a delicate status quo
to maintain or destroy. In the second part
of the book, the ultimate threat to havens
- Angels, the fleshy, uncanny emissaries
of the Heart Itself - are examined in more
detail, with four new varieties ready
and waiting to infiltrate, destroy, spy on
or overgrow your precious settlement.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
RRD SANCTSB.............................$12.00

ROWAN, ROOK
& DECARD

CHAI

In Chai, you will step into the shoes of a tea
merchant, combining tea flavours to make
a perfect blend. Specializing in either
rooibos, green, oolong, black or white tea,
you will buy and collect ingredients to fulfill
your customers’ orders. As a tea merchant,
each turn you will do one of the following:
Visit the Market – The player immediately
receives a gold coin and selects a tea
flavour tile (mint, jasmine, lemon, ginger,
berries, and lavender), adding to their tea
box. If the flavour tile is touching tiles of
the same type these tiles are also taken.
Payment (gold, silver, or a copper coin) is
placed in the money pouch corresponding
to the furthest-right column the tiles were
in. Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
ROX STE002................................$49.99

Tidal Blades: Angler’s Cove is an
expansion to Tidal Blades - Heroes of the
Reef. This expansion adds a 5th character
and a new island to the base game. This
new island offers new tough choices and
works at any player count, adding even
more replayability to the game. Scheduled
to ship in January 2021.
SKY 4249....................................$25.00

SKYBOUND GAMES

TIDAL BLADES - HEROES
OF THE REEF: PART ONE

BARNYARD ROUNDUP
ROYAL BLOOD RPG
HEART RPG: QUICKSTART EDITION

The Heart is a roiling tear of unreality
beneath the city of Spire. Within its
borders, there are routes to unknown
places, great secrets, shrines to long-dead
gods, and monsters the like of which have
never been seen on the surface world. In
the Heart RPG, players take on the role
of delvers - strange, desperate, broken
people exploring the nightmare city in
search of the object of their obsessions.
Take your first steps into the City Beneath
with this streamlined version of the rules
for the Heart RPG. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
RRD HEAQSSB............................$12.00

SPIRE RPG: SHADOW OPERATIONS

Royal Blood is a roleplaying game that
uses tarot cards and a handful of coins
to tell a story of dramatic heists, inhuman
monsters, and ramshackle arcana. Players
take on the role of Royals - half-human,
half-magic sorcerers with an axe to grind andattempt to steal power from the almighty
Arcane who rule the city with absurdly
powerful sorcery. Straightforward rules
allow the gamesmaster to put together a
multilayered heist, complete with genre
appropriate twists and turns, by working
with the players to build a plot out of
nothing when they set down to the table.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
RRD ROYALBSB............................$22.00

Hijack a teleporting train. Ensure a wedding goes off
without a hitch, despite the assassins and the drunk
knights in attendance. Murder the most powerful
man in Red Row at his own birthday party. Rescue
an ancient high elf rebel frozen in ice whose dreams
warp the world around them. Shadow Operations is a
sourcebook for Spire: The City Must Fall that includes
eleven stand-alone one-shot scenarios designed to be
used as quickly and easily as possible. Each is written
to a template that allows you to access the important
NOV information you need, and a new way of running
2020
one-shots is detailed in the appendix, letting you get
the most out of the scenarios. Scheduled to ship in
34 November 2020.
RRD SHADOPSB..........................................$12.00

Barnyard Rounup is a card game about
collecting the most animals by bluffing,
baffling, and out-guessing your friends.
Score the most points and win the game!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
SKY DTC001...............................$15.00

Welcome Young Heroes! Many brave
contestants have signed up for the
tournament, but only a handful will be
chosen to join the Tidal Blades, the elite
guards of our island realm. To succeed in
the Tournament and be chosen as a Tidal
Blade, you must compete in Challenges
held in the 3 Arenas, rise to the top of
the Champions Board, and protect the
realm from the ever increasing threat of
the Monsters from the mysterious Fold.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
SKY 32218..................................$60.00

PEBBLE ROCK DELIVERY SERVICE

Pebble Rock Delivery Service is a 2 -4
player Pick-up and Delivery game in
which players race to make deliveries to
the friendly critters that live on the islands.
A cast of whimsical standees makes the
game stand out on anytable. So catch a
ride with Maisy the Whale, or dig up some
treasure for the Dread Pirate Roberto, but
make sure you watch out for Larry the
Shark! Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
SKY 4310....................................$25.00

TRIAL BY TROLLEY: R-RATED
MODIFIER EXPANSION

100 R-Rated Modifier Cards Scheduled to
ship in December 2020.
SKY 4902....................................$15.00

TRIAL BY TROLLEY:
R-RATED TRACK EXPANSION

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
LAIR OF THE RED DRAGON

100 R-Rated Track Cards Scheduled to ship in
December 2020.
SKY 4901.............................................$15.00

SOVEREIGN
HART GAMES

GODTEAR: JEEN, THE
WANDERING WARRIOR

AWAKENED SKELETON (5E)

A new supplement introducing a most dire
of races, the Awakened Skeleton. Raised by
ancient magics or the curse of a god, no one
knows, but these players live again for the
greatest of roleplaying games 5th edition!
Inside you will find: Stats for playing as an
Awakened Skeleton. Sub-race stats for all
the major races in the core rulebook. Class
options including: College of the Grave
for Bards, Circle of the Crypt for Druids,
Death Archetype for Fighters, The Oath of
Silent Passing for Paladins, and The Dead
One Patron for Warlocks. Two adventure
locations to challenge your players with. The
Temple Orcus and The Mael-Carin Crypt.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
SOG 0500..................................$17.99

Are you cool as a cucumber under
pressure? Is your games night a bit
of a dogs dinner? Now is the time to
put your eggs in one basket with the
card game of culinary chaos. Recipe
for Disaster is a new set collection card
game with a twist where you will be
collecting the necessary ingredients for
a dish by any means necessary - Even
a hectic, timed dumpster dive! Once all
your ingredients are collected and the
bell its rung, its time to get your snake
oil pitch on, as each player takes turns
to describe which ingredients they’ve
used and why their dish is better than
everyone else’s! Scheduled to ship in
January 2020.
SGH RFD011120................... $45.00

STEAMFORGED GAMES

GODTEAR: LUELLA,
THE RAGING STORM

Like a mighty storm, Luella engulfs her
enemies in a whirlwind of flashing steel
and thunderous fury. Take cover, for she
and her Shieldmaidens charge into battle
without a backward glance.
SFL GT-021.......................................... PI

HORIZON ZERO DAWN:
THE BOARD GAME

Assigned a dangerous quarry by the
prestigious Hunter’s Lodge, players
choose a tribe and class for their hunter
and embark on an adenture through the
wilds. Horizon Zero Dawn: The Board
Game is a semi-cooperative tactical
action game for 1-4 players with deck
building, character progression and
innovating gameplay mechanics.
SFL HZD-001....................................... PI

STONEMAIER GAMES

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
SHRINE OF THE
KOBOLD QUEEN
ANIMAL ADVENTURES RPG:
STARTER SET

Join intelligent cats and dogs on a
spellbinding adventure! Created for
beginners, this set is your gateway
into the magical world of roleplaying
games. Inside is everything you need
to play a thrilling RPG campaign,
withi no experience needed. Explore
exciting locations, face fearsome and
fantastical beasts, and have fun!
SFL AA-SS...................................... PI

The kobolds speak of a saviour queen
with visions of a world made new made, she vows, ‘in the image of the
dragon.’ This new world will belong
to the kobolds, and the queen has
filled her followers with the raging
passion of her cause. Now, they will
destroy anything in their path to claim
it. Contains 20x miniatures, a doublesided game mat, adventure book,
monster’s stats, and tips and tricks for
building tension and excitement.
SFL EE-002............................ $49.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

RECIPE FOR DISASTER

A mercenary with a soft spot for the
downtrodden, Jeen wanders in search of
wrongs to right and worthy adversaries to
challenge. She leads the Golden Shrikes, a
swarm of disciplined soldiers who dutifully
cut down enemies in a flash of cold steel.
SFL GT-022.......................................... PI

GAMES

SOLACE GAMES

Is it cunning that gleams in the red dragon’s
eye? Or a reflection of the gold it so jealously
hoards? With intelligence sharp as its teeth,
this tyarnt covets riches above all else - and
will rain fire on any foolish enough to enter
its glittering lair. Contains 1x Red Dragon
miniature, 16x Fire Brand Kobold tokens, 2x
Lava Pool tokens, a double-sided game mat,
adventure book, monster’s stats, and tips and
tricks for building tension and excitement.
SFL EE-001	������������������������������������$49.95

TAPESTRY: PLANS
AND PLOYS EXPANSION

Choose from a variety of new civilizations,
pursue individual achievements to add
landmarks to your capital city, and
sneakily interact with the opposition in
this first expansion for Tapestry.
STM 151	�����������������������������������$30.00
NOV
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COATL

With the passing of a great spiritual leader
there is a void in the Aztec world. Players
compete in a test of artistry and skill to win
the favor of the gods. By carving intricate
sculptures of feathered serpents, known
as Catl, players want to become the next
High Priest. Players spend turns collecting
thick, colorful head, tail, andbody sections
or assembling them into Catls. They work
to fulfill the beautifully illustrated Prophecy
and Temple cards to earn prestige and
become the next High Priest as the head of
the spiritual Aztec world.
COA 01ENFR..............................$39.99

ULISSES-SPIELE

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA
ADVENTURE CARD GAME - SHIP
OF STONE EXPANSION

In this upgrade set for the Aventuria boxes
Forest of No Return and Ship of Lost Souls,
we provide you with all game materials to
play the expert adventure Ship of Stone
as well as additonal cards for the Blessed
One of Peraine and the Thorwalian
Warrior. To play this game, you also need
the Aventuria Basic Box, Forest of No
Return and Ship of Lost Souls. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
ULI US25432E.............................$19.99

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY GM PACK

A dry-erase map of Cyberpapacy shows
all the invasion zones across Western
Europe and South America and allows the
adventurers to find or remove stelae and
change the course of their worlds war!
Threat cards have one side that faces the
players and includes the defense numbers
they need to calculate their own attacks
and simply tell the GM the result of a test.
The other side has the special abilities and
attacks the GM needs without needing
to check a book. Threat blips are sturdy
tokens that match the monsters and foes
encountered within the game, and are
great for tactical combat or for tracking the
number of foes and their conditions, even
without using a map. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
ULI US82047...............................$19.99

This expansion pack for Aventuria: The
Adventure Card Game contains 11 Life
Point Counters that allow you to keep track
of your heroes life points. Scheduled to
ship in November 2020.
ULI US25443E.............................$24.95

This screen contains three panels with the
most common tables and modifiers a GM
may need when running Torg Eternity within
the Cyberpapacy. The GodNet diagram and
security protocols, and the piety system are
included. Inside are 16 full-color archetypes
and their character sheets, ready for action
at a moments notice! Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
ULI US82042...............................$24.99

This booster deck adds specialized cards
for the dreaded Cyberpapacy. A rethemed 40 card Drama Deck features
unique special effects each round, all
of them designed to accentuate the
oppression and futurism of the realm.
Ten new Cosm cards increase the variety
of effects, adding surprise and mystery.
Finally, five new cards are added to the
Drama Deck, bringing back some old
NOV favorites and adding completely new
2020
options to the mix. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
36 ULI US82045...............................$14.99

This gorgeous, double-sided map puts the
guile and majesty of the Cyberpapacy
onto your gaming table! Explore the
Monastery, secretive lair of stone-faced
priests lurking behind thick walls of both
data and stone. Skulk dim passages past
surveillance and guards, from chamber to
frigid chamber hidden away, to unearth
the hyperdevilish secrets within! Wander
the Street Sprawl, if you dare! Dodge
the urchins and the aged through estates
and ghettos, the grim edge where power
commands the powerless. Dim but never
truly dark, a place awash in the afterglow
of everpresent hovering holograms and
pious propaganda. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
ULI US82052...............................$14.99

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA
ADVENTURE CARD GAME WHEEL OF LIFE EXPANSION

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY GM SCREEN &
ARCHTYPES

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY BOOSTER DECK

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY MAP PACK 1

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY CYBERWARE DECK

This booster deck adds specialized cards
for the Cyberpapacy. Each card is an
individual cybernetic item that Storm
Knights may install, with art and statistics
printed for easy reference. There are 55
items total, which may be dealt out to add
new challenges to villains or determine
whats available at a Chop Shop.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
ULI US82064...............................$14.99

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY TOKENS

Tokens for use with Torg Eternity. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
LE RESISTANCE
ULI US82055...............................$14.99
MINIONS OF MALRAUX
ULI US82054...............................$14.99
POSSIBILITY
ULI US82046...............................$19.99

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY MAP PACK 2

This high-quality, double-sided map sets
the stage for the unfolding Possibility Wars
on your table! Abase yourself amid the
holo-grandeur of Piety Square, the focal
point of holy celebration and systemic
control. No other Cosm and no other
reality boasts so magnificent an interface
between relentless religious rule over a
cautiously rebellious yet servile population.
Visit the Cyberpapacys bastion of leadingedge antiquities: the Reliquary! The
devices and artifacts secreted away here
might turn the tide of the Cosm or rip the
fabric of reality entirely asunder, hence
its fortresslike impenetrability and fearinducing presence. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
ULI US82053...............................$14.99

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

Storm Knights criss-cross the globe
to face down agents of many High
Lords in their Cosms, including the
Nile Empire, Cyberpapacy, and PanPacifica. Their goal: the secrets of the
Akashans, once known as the Space
Gods. To accomplish this, the heroes must
not only defeat some familiar enemies
armed with new powers and treacheries,
but also fight against many neverbeforeseen foes (including previews of
future creatures and abilities coming
in the Pan-Pacific, Tharkhold, and
Orrorsh releases). Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
ULI US82056...............................$34.99

CUBIRDS

CuBirds is a fantastic new trick-taking
game for 2-5 players that plays in 20
minutes! Players begin each round of
CuBirds with bird cards in hand and a
mixed flock of birds in the center of the
table from which to choose from. Draw
cards, build your flock, and play the series
of identical birds (your flock) from your
hand forming your scoring area. Your
goal is to be the first player to gather 1
of each different species or two species
with at least three identical birds in each.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
UPI 63000........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
UNHALLOWED DATA

Delphi Missions: Cyberpapacy is a set
of adventures to enhance any ongoing
Torg Eternity campaign. Each of the
ten adventures inside is suitable for an
evening of play. Each adventure may be
dropped into an existing story, or played
on its own. Facing Malraux and his
unholy Cyberpapacy is dangerous, and
facing these perils add adventure and
opportunity to the Storm Knights lives.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
ULI US82044...............................$24.99

Deranged is a semi-cooperative adventure
game in the vein of a dark fantasy. The
Heroes end up in a small town driven by
evil forces, and in order to survive several
horrible nights and leave the town at the
break of dawn, they will have to fight
unimaginable monsters, each other, and
their own inner demons. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
UPI 18860........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
ICEWIND DALE - HEAVY METAL DICE SETS

D20 WHITE AND BLUE (2)
TORG ETERNITY RPG: DELPHI
MISSIONS - CYBERPAPACY

DERANGED

Unhallowed Data is a massive adventure
suitable for several months of gaming. The
Delphi Council has a chance to slip a team
into the Cyberpapacy under the guise of
special investigators for the Inquisition, but
what happens when the Cyberpope requests
that team to look into rumors of demons and
betrayal? Someone inside the Church has
sinister plans. Follow the clues through dark
monasteries, mean urban sprawls, and even
into the GodNet to discover a secret more
dangerous than the Church itself! Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
ULI US82043...............................$34.99

TORG ETERNITY RPG: HEROES OF THE
POSSIBILITY WARS VOLUME #1

Heroes of the Possibility Wars presents a
wondrous variety of characters and archetypes
for Torg Eternity adventures and campaigns. The
wars grind on across the Cosms and continents,
fought by the willing and unwilling, zealots and
idealists alike. Meet them, learn their stories, and
feed them as grist into the grindstone of your
adventures! Each character has full stats and an
extensive background describing their many tales
so far across the Alternate Earth. Each has three
builds (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma Clearance),
giving you the flexibility to slip them into your tales
as you need them. Each one is a potential ally or
wily foe, ready for deployment into the Possibility
Wars. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
ULI US82058	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

UPI 18354........................................... PI

POLY WHITE AND BLUE (7)

UPI 18355........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: KALDHEIM
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
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The Cyberpapacy is a realm of oppressive
technology ruled by High Lord Jean
Malraux, the first and only Cyberpope.
According to the Church, flesh is sinful and
metal is clean. The Cyberpapacy arrived
in Avignon as saviors crusading against
the demons and invaders from the other
realms. It has spread across France and
Spain, and even as far as Brazil. Within
the borders of the Cyberpapacy the people
pray on their knees, afraid of witches and
demons who may lurk anywhere. If they
pray hard enough and follow the rules
the benevolent Church may upgrade
their frail and imperfect flesh to sleek
mechanical Cyberware. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
ULI US82039...............................$39.99

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
RELICS OF POWER REDUX

GAMES

TORG ETERNITY RPG:
CYBERPAPACY SOURCEBOOK

8’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 18534........................................... PI
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POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

SPOILER ALERT MINI

Can you get your teammate to guess the
title without spoiling the story? In Spoiler
Alert, each card has a title and a list of
Spoiler Words. Each Spoiler Word has
a point value, which will be deducted
from your score, so be careful what you
say! You’ll have to be creative to get your
teammates to guess as many titles as you
can before time runs out! Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
UPI 66503........................................... PI
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LEGENDARY DBG: MARVEL REALM OF KINGS EXPANSION

Realm of Kings includes an infusion of highpowered Inhumans and comic characters
to the vast pool of amazing content for
Legendary. In the Realm of Kings a throne
is never safe. Even for the mighty Black
Bolt, King of the Inhumans, the challengers
from both within and without are many
and without mercy. In this 24th expansion
to Legendary, command the unearthly
powers of the Inhuman Royal Family as
you fend of mutinous family members and
cosmic conquerors like the Shi’ar Empire.
Defend the throne in lgenedary, the king
of deck building card games. Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
UDC 94684......................................... PI
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USAOPOLY

WARLORD GAMES

BLACK POWDER

A powerhouse role-playing franchise
meets its match in the treasure-seeking
hit role-playing card game, bringing the
hugely successful Mighty Nein campaign
to tabletop in the first officially licensed
Critical Role card game. Scheduled to ship
in January 2021.
USO MU139516................................. PI

BRITISH STARTER ARMY

WLG WGR-ARMY1............................. PI

GAMES

MUNCHKIN: CRITICAL ROLE

WAR IN
CHRISTMAS VILLAGE

WAR IN
CHRISTMAS VILLAGE

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

WLG WGR-ARMY2............................. PI

THE GINGERBREAD GANG

WIC V06.....................................$29.99

GLORY, HALLELUJAH!
SUPPLEMENT

WLG WG-BP009................................. PI

MISTLETOE MISFITS

WIC V04.....................................$29.99

CHURCH
SHE AIN’T HAVIN’ IT

WLG 802010006................................ PI
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WLG 842010002................................ PI

SNOW GOONZ

WIC V07.....................................$29.99
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GAMES
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GATES OF ANTARES

WARLORD SCULPTING TOOL
(DOUBLE ENDED STAINLESS
STEEL CARVER)

WLG 843419903................................ PI

STRIKE ON KAR’A
NINE STARTER SET
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CONCORD COMBINED
COMMAND STARTER ARMY

WLG WGA-ARMY-04.......................... PI
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AND DRILL BITS
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WIZARDS OF THE COAST

FARTOK, GHAR OUTCAST
REBELS COMMANDER

WLG WGA-GAR-10............................ PI
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WLG 843419905................................ PI
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WLG WGA-GAR-06............................ PI
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
DUNGEON MASTER’S SCREEN WILDERNESS KIT

This kit equips the Dungeon Master with a screen and other tools that are perfect for
running D&D adventures in the wilderness.
WOC C91850000	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.95

The wizard Tasha, whose great works include the spell Tasha’s hideous
laughter, has gathered bits and bobs of precious lore during her illustrious
career as an adventurer. Her enemies wouldn’t want these treasured
secrets scattered across the multiverse, so in defiance, she has collected
and codified these tidbits for the enrichment of all.
ALTERNATE COVER (LE) WOC C78940000	�������������������������������� $49.95
REGULAR COVER WOC C78780000.......................................... $49.95

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES: ICONS
OF THE REALMS SET 17 ICEWIND DALE: RIME OF THE
FROSTMAIDEN ARVEIATURACE PREMIUM SET

White dragons tend to be the smallest of the chromatic dragons, but
Arveiaturace is enormous - crouched over and standing at 7.5 inches tall,
this figure measures 16.5 inches from nose to tail with a wingspan of 17
inches. Whether intimidating your party of adventurers or standing guard
on your shelf as a display piece, the ancient white dragon is hand painted,
showing the detail of the sculpt and accentuating every jagged scale.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
WZK 96022	����������������������������������������������������������������������������� $99.99

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (12) WOC C78600000......................................................... PI
DECK DISPLY (6) WOC C79430000................................................................... PI
DRAFT BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) WOC C63230000.............................................. PI

WIZKIDS/NECA

DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS FANTASY
MINIATURES: ADULT
BLACK DRAGON
PREMIUM FIGURE

Over 240 mm tall from
talon to tip of its extended
wing, the Adult Black
Dragon is an excellent
addition to your miniatures
collection or display shelf.
Sculpted
with
highly
detailed features and using
premium paints, this black
dragon is a great foe for
any adventure! Scheduled
to ship in December 2020.
WZK 96021......... $69.99

Seldom is the name of Vecna spoken except in
a hushed voice. Vecna was, in his time, one of the
mightiest of all wizards. The bloodshot, golden-green
eye measures 1.5 and perches between the fingers
of its companion hand. Conversely, the shriveled
mummified hand measures about 7.5 in length, and
nests for all to see upon a red swath of satin in a bell
jar display case. The wooden display base measures
7 while the glass cover stands abouts 10.5 in height.
Contents: Eye of Vecna Hand of Vecna Wood Display
Platform Support Piece Display Satin Cloth Glass
Dome Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
WZK 96025...............................................$129.99
© 2020 Wizards of the Coast

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
OWLBEAR TROPHY PLAQUE

An encounter with an Owlbear is a
battle to remember - now you can have
the trophy plaque to prove who came
outvictorious! The Owlbear Trophy Figure
is created from foamrubber and latex
that’s hand painted to show off every
featherand fearsome detail. Mounted
on a plaque, the Owlbear is theperfect
addition to your wall of glory.The trophy
plaque comes with everything you need to
mount the plaque to your wall. Scheduled
to ship in January 2021.
WZK 68501.............................$350.00
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ICONS OF THE
REALMS: EYE AND HAND OF VECNA

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: COMMANDER LEGENDS COLLECTOR

GAMES

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
TASHA’S CAULDRON OF EVERYTHING

NOV
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OUTCASTS CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY

WYR 23506................................$35.00

GUILD RANK AND FIRE

GAMES

WYR 23112................................$45.00

OUTCASTS SERVANTS
OF THE VOID

WYR 23513................................$40.00

PATHFINDER FOAM REPLICA: LIFE SIZED GOBLIN

This life-size replica stands a full three feet tall, ready to wreak havoc on anyone who
enters his domain. His armor is adorned with the skulls of his foes - sculpted fully in
sturdy, but light weight foam and latex that’s carefully hand-painted for realistic detail.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
WZK 68500	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$365.00

NEVERBORN BLOOD BROOD

WYR 23415................................$35.00
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WYRD MINIATURES

MALIFAUX

RESURRECTIONISTS
MCMOURNING CORE BOX

WYR 23202................................$55.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY FACTION BOOK

In search of greatness in the vast unknown, the
Explorer’s Society has masqueraded under the guise
of curious adventurers for the better part of a decade.
Recently, the keys to the Society have been passed
on to someone far more interested - and conniving than its founder, and with new leadership comes new
ambitions. Their rapid expansion has drawn attention
from every corner of Malifaux. Each new discovery is
a victory for the Society, and to the victor go the spoils.
WYR 23028................................................ $25.00

NEVERBORN NEKIMA CORE BOX

WYR 23413................................$60.00

TEN THUNDERS
YAN LO CORE BOX

WYR 23710................................$55.00

NEVERBORN
RAZORSPINE RATTLER
EXPLORERS SOCIETY FACTION
FATE DECK

WYR 23027................................$13.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY ON THE
HUNT

WYR 23429................................$35.00

WYR 23802................................$45.00

MALIFAUX: NEVERBORN
ZORAIDA CORE BOX
NOV
2020

EXPLORERS SOCIETY LORD
COOPER CORE BOX

42 WYR 23801................................$55.00

GUILD KEEPING THE PEACE

WYR 23117................................$45.00

WYR 23419................................$35.00

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
PENNY DREADFUL - DAYS
WITHOUT ACCIDENT

WYR 30210................................$25.00

